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A STUDY OF SEMANTIC FLEXIBILITY AS A PREDICfOR OF 
TEACHER COMMUNICATION PATTERNS 
Irene Margaret Mcinnis , Ed.D. 
Boston University Graduate School, 1970 
Major Professor: Gilbert M. Wilson, Professor of Education 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not 
semantic flexibility as a language characteristic of teachers in train-
ing could be used as a predictor of the teacher's ability to receive 
and transmit information . The Guilford Word Association Test, designed 
by J. P. Guilford to measure convergent and divergent thinking, was 
selected as the instrument for measuring semantic flexibility and 
was administered to 201 students enrolled in the block methods course 
at Boston University . The students were all juniors, scheduled to 
student teach the following semester. The Guilford Word Association 
Test was also administered to 154 sixth grade children enrolled in the 
Boston Public Schools in the South End and Roxbury and to 182 sixth 
grade children enrolled in the Newton Public Schools . The two groups 
of children were designated as the urban and suburban samples, respec-
tively . 
From the populations tested four high Guilford teachers and 
four low Guilford teachers were selected . From each of the urban and 
suburban classes four high Guilford and four low Guilford children were 
selected . Each teacher had eight pupils assigned to her and for the 
purposes of data ana~ysis, the children were categorized first as high 
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and low Guilford scorers and then as urban or suburban children . In 
total there were eight teachers and sixty-four children in this experi-
ment. 
A story, written specifically for this s ·tudy, was tape recorded 
and played to the four high and four low Guilford teachers in training. 
They listened to the tape and then recorded their version of the story . 
Thus the format of this study was that of a chain story, where the 
teachers received the original stimulus and then acted as channels for 
transmitting the story to the children who tell the final version. The 
taped versions by the children and teachers provided the data for 
analysis. 
The stories of the teachers were compared to the original for 
the number of words and details that overlapped between the two versions 
and the children's versions were compared to the teachers' versions for 
the number of words and details that overlapped . It was assumed that 
the number of words and details included from the story heard was an 
estimate of information transmitted . The results of the word and detail 
analysis were subjected to the Mann-m1itney U test for statistical 
significance at the . 200 level . 
The results showed the following : 
1 . The high Guilford teachers included a statistically signifi-
cant number of details from the original story but did not 
include a statistically significant number of words . 
2. In six out of eight groups , the high Guilford children in-
cluded a statistically significant number of words and de-
tails from the teachers' stories. 
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3. In three out of four groups assigned to the high Guilford 
teachers the suburban children included a statistically 
significant number of words and details from their teachers' 
versions . In only one out of four cases did the suburban 
children include more of the low Guilford teachers' details 
and in no case did they include more of their words. 
4. The interaction effects of both high and low Guilford chil-
dren was more productive on both the number of words and de-
tails included in their stories when assigned to a high 
Guilford teacher . 
In conclusion this study showed, that if words and details can 
be considered estimates of information transmitted in a message , then 
the high score on the Guilford Word Association Test does predict the 
inclusion of more words and details whi ch appeared in the stimulus 
message . Finally, a high Guilford score predicts t he transmission of 
those words and details in a form that produces a higher inclusion of 
words and details in the listener's version . 
vi 
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INTRODUCTION 
It has always been difficult for this writer to focus on a 
single aspect of a problem and follow i t through to its minutest 
details. This is the approach of the specialist or perhaps the de-
ductive thinker. He starts with a concept and hunts down the specific 
application, always moving toward greater and greater specificity . My 
preference has always been the path of the generalist , who starts with 
a problem and goes on to larger and larger problems. Starting with a 
specific situation, I constantly look for relationships with others 
and end up in a vast network. This is the way of the generalist or 
inductive thinker. 
In education as in all fields of specialization we tend to 
encourage the specialist over the generalist, the deductive over the 
inductive, and the practice over the theory. It is obvious that we 
need both and yet, almost by temperament, people seem predisposed to 
one of the two processes. Efforts to force a person to move to the 
other way of thinking usually fail. Perhaps the wiser course, for the 
time being, would be to encourage both types of people to develop their 
style to the fullest , simultaneously helping them to learn to work to-
gether, to understand each other, and to appreciate what each may offer 
to decrease the shortcomings of the alternative approach. 
The theme that runs throughout this dissertation is -- flex-
ibility . It is not a point of view, upon which all the ideas presented 
1 
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here can be hung, but more like a tool or an attitude which shapes and 
is shaped by being used . In a sense it could be symbolized by one of 
those hammers that has a forked end for removing nails . To view such 
a hammer only as a tool for nailing is to miss its equal value of taking 
them out. The hammer viewed as both becomes a symbol of flexibility, 
as its structure implicitly suggests that which is joined together may 
be pulled assunder. This is a position slowly being recognized by our 
legal statutes on divorce . It is also one that Jefferson and Rousseau 
saw as inherent in the nature of man's political and economic contracts 
with his fellow man . l 
lTwo recent events on television give evidence of the changing 
meaning of ideas as each generation truly invests it with the meaning 
of its own time . During the half-time of the Kansas-Oakland football 
game, the Fifth Dimensions entertained an audience larger than the 
one who watched man's first moon-walk . Between their renditions of 
"Up, Up and Away" and "The Age of Aquarius" they introduced their own 
musical version of "The Declaration of Independence . " Later the same 
week, Dick Gregory in a televised speech to the students at the Univ-
ersity of Atlanta suggested that the next time a riot was being shown 
on television, they turn off the sound and while watching the looting , 
burning, and shooting, they read the following to their parents: 
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are creat-
ed equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain un-
alienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pur-
suit of Happiness .--That to secure these rights, Governments are 
instituted among Men , deriving their just powers from the consent 
of the governed,--That whenever any Form of Government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter 
or abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its found-
ation on such principles and organizing its powers in such a 
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety 
and Happiness ." (Richard Hofstadter, Great Issues in American 
History: A Documentary Record, Vintage Books [New York: Random 
House, Inc., 1968), p . 71. 
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Although the specific topic of this dissertation was a study of 
a teacher's flexibility in the use of words; flexibility as a mode of 
perception and organizing experience was the underlying theme of all 
the hypotheses proposed . This concept of flexibility has deepened in 
meaning for me as I pursued an elusive study of it in areas outside the 
field of education. I found myself wandering in the fields of nuclear 
physics, communication theory, linguistics , anthropology, political 
science, religion, philosophy, and psychology. Further I found that to 
make any meaningful statement of the perceptions gained was as impossible 
as it had proved for writers before me . Nevertheless, I was determined 
to try and what follows is the results of that attempt . 
Chapter I will rely heavily on the works of Watts, McLuhan , 
Weiner and Heisenberg . It would have been easy to select at least a 
dozen more but this is a doctoral dissertation and it is crucial to be 
selective . None of these men would be considered educators (I reject 
the word "educationist" as derogatory) and in selecting them I am not 
giving an unstated affirmation of Keppel's pronouncement that educa-
tion is too important to be left to the educators . 1 What I am affirm-
ing is the relationship between the frontiers of knowledge and the 
institutions of a society. 
I have further selected four works where either the author or 
topic would be considered more directly related to the field of educa-
tion. Dewey was selected for reasons I hope will be obvious. Leonard 
!Mayor Daley taught him rather quickly that cities were too 
important to be left to commissioners of education. 
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and Postman and Weingartner were selected because they represent dis-
tinctly new educational viewpoints both published within the last year . 
Having indicated my sources, I am not sure that any of what 
follows will make any sense to the reader. I'm not even sure it makes 
sense to me . This is a ridiculous statement to write in a doctoral 
thesis. Doctoral candidates are supposed to be finished products --
the apex of our educational pyramid . But here I am writing my thesis 
in the midst of pulsating messages that say, "I know everything -- I 
know nothing," and both messages seem to be correct separately and 
simultaneously . It's really a living correlate of Bohr's complementary. 
My education has been Newtonian and Aristotelian; one that em-
phasized fixed viewpoints and objective truth . Suddenly I'm tossed 
out into the world as an expert in education and that world is march-
ing to a different drum -- one that beats out relativity and uncertainty. 
It's a little like having trained at Paris under St. Thomas Aquinas , 
only to find that my first teaching assignment is at Berkeley. It's 
really ironic that our first university to blow should have been named 
after the good Bishop who says that nothing exists unless perceived. 
It is a further irony that a dissertation topic started in 1965 should 
be in 1970 both out of date and more timely than ever . 
If anything, today's young peoplel believe only in what they 
perceive; alternative views being to them wrong and/or irrelevant. In 
li feel a little old, even though my students don't believe it. 
They see me chronologically not experientially. 
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a real way they have taken a world, that according to the physicists 
is absolutely relative, and made it relatively absolute. They are 
right while the adult world is wrong . Along similar lines much of the 
adult world feels it is right and the kids are wrong . Polarization 
is the obvious result or as McLuhan has noted every home has its own 
version of the Berlin wall . Vietnam is not really the question but 
whole life views are the basis for these splits in families, genera-
tions, and institutions . These splits become almost like the old re-
ligious arguments between Catholics and Protestants . The premises 
are different and different patterns of life style and behavior result. 
The kids still believe they have truth; that they are right 
and in that weakness they represent a transitional group. They still 
rush to the security of being right. They s till fight the good fight 
for the freedom from. They are going to be hurt badly if and when 
they realize that the real freedom opened up by twentieth century 
physics is the freedom to. That the world of probability is a world 
of possibility. They have to become aware that the responsibility of 
this idea is horrendous. If man and his society can be anything he 
wants -- the real question is what does he want? "What's it all about 
Alfie?" is a wrong question . "What do I want, Alfie?", is the question. 
Ours is the age of right and wrong questions not right and wrong answers. 
All answers are possible. What is the question? 
CHAPTER I 
PHILOSOPHICAL FRAMEWORK 
A twentieth century Dr . Pangloss might stand and announce to 
mankind with great joy that "This is but one of many possible worlds . " 
The key words in this announcement would be "one" and "possible . " 
Carl Becker, the historian, once noted that each age has its vocabulary 
which is the key to understanding it . 
If we would discover the little backstairs door that for 
any age serves as the secret entranceway to knowledge, we 
would do well to look for certain unobtrusive words with 
uncertain meanings that are permitted to slip off the 
tongue or pen without fear and without research; words 
which, having from constant repetition lost their meta-
phorical significance , are unconsciously mistaken for 
objective realities. In the thirteenth century the key 
words would no doubt be God, sin , grace, salvation, heaven, 
and the like; in the nineteenth century , matter, fact , 
matter-of-fact , evolution , progress; in the twentieth 
century, relativity, process , adjustment, function, com-
plex. In the eighteenth century the words wit hout which 
no enlightened person could reach a restful conclusion 
were nature, natural law, first cause, reason, sentiment , 
humanity, perfectibility (these last three being necessary 
only for the more tenderminded, perhaps . )l 
To this list of twentieth century words men such as Weiner, Heisenberg, 
Bohr and Dewey would add uncertainty, feedback, probability , compl emen-
tarity, transaction and inquiry. 
The twentieth century physicists, as F. S . C. Northrop has noted, 
have brought about a new conception of the universe and with this 
lcarl L . Becker, The Heavenly City of the Eighteenth-Century 
Philosophers (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1932), p . 47 . 
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change there follow certain consequent changes in defining man's 
relation to this universe. ! When Pangloss was shouting that this is 
the best of possible worlds, he was saying that it is best because it 
exists. The universe operated according to certain predictable laws 
and man's job was to adjust to it; not to accept it but to learn how 
it operates and to bring himself into harmony with those laws of 
operation. To the right questions there were right answers. Nature 
could be known if we applied ourselves to the task. Thus the Enlighten-
ment applied itself to the task of knowing nature but simultaneously 
holding some beliefs about what it would find. Again Becker notes a 
few of their articles of faith: 
The essential articles of the religion of the Enlightment 
may be stated thus: (1) man is not natively depraved; (2) the 
end of life is life itself, the good life on earth instead of 
the beatific life after death; (3) man is capable, guided solely 
by the light of reason and experience of perfecting the good life 
on earth; and (4) the first and essential condition of the good 
life on earth is the freeing of men's minds f rom the bonds of 
ignorance and superstition, and of their bodies from th~ arbi-
trary oppression of the constituted social authorities. 
And thus armed they started off in search of the universal man and the 
laws of nature that governed his conduct. "They do not know that the 
'man in general' they are looking for is just their own image, that 
the principles they are bound to find are the very ones they start out 
with ... 3 
lwerner Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy: The Revolution in 
Modern Science, Harper Torchbooks (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
1958), p . 1. 
2Becker, The Heavenly City, p. 102. 
3rbid., p . 103. 
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These articles of faith resulted in two trends that persisted 
separately through the nineteenth century and finally merged in the 
twentieth century. They may be characterized by Rousseau, on the one 
hand, holding that man is naturally good and made bad only by bad 
institutions; and by Locke, on the other hand, holding that man is a 
tabula rasa waiting to be imprinted upon. It was not until the 
twentieth century that some of the more honest thinkers were forced 
to face what their eighteenth colleagues had ducked; (1) t hat man 
is neither good nor bad but is potential and (2) that man is not a passive 
receiver of his environment but interacts with nature both shaping and 
being shaped by those interactions . 
It all began with subatomic physics, when investigations showed 
that the old Newtonian conceptions were not adequate to describe what 
was being observed. Men like Planck and Einstein in the early 1900's 
began to find contradictions between what they thought they knew and 
what they were finding in experiments on radiation; but unlike Pythagoras 
they did not try to bury what they found because it did not fit in with 
their expectations. They published their findings and the result was 
two contradictory ways of explaining light. "Light could either be 
interpreted as consisting of electromagnetic waves, according to Max-
well's theory, or as consisting of quanta, energy packets travelling 
through space with high velocity ."! In attempting to solve this dilemma 
of having two theories which appeared to contradict one another but 
!Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, p. 33 . 
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each explaining phenomena that the other did not , Bohr and others 
introduced the notion of probability in the sense of an error estimate 
but probability as a function of what was happening . 
It was a quantitative version of the old concept of "potentia" 
in Aristotelian philosophy. It introduced something standing in 
the middle between the idea of an event and the actual event, a 
strange kind of physical reality just in the middle between 
possibility and reality . ! 
For a period of time physicists accepted both theories and by learning 
when to use the appropriate theory were able to explain many of their 
contridictory findings but were still unable to explain the contradic-
tion between the two theories. Finally Bohr suggested a resolution 
to the dilemma . 
Bohr advocated the use of bo t h pictures, which he called 
"complementary" to each other. The two pictures are of course 
mutually exclusive, because a certain thing cannot at the same 
time be a particle (i.e . , substance confined to a very small 
volume) and a wave (i.e. , a field spread out over a large space), 
but the two complement each other . By playing with both pic-
tures, by going from one picture to the other and back again, 
we finally get the right impression of the strange kind of 
reality behind our atomic experiments . 2 
The results of this theorizing about the motion of electrons 
when applied to actual experiments means that the experimenter can 
measure the initial situation of a system provided he takes into 
consideration the probability at time one as well as the probability 
of error due to the measurements. He then predicts what the situation 
will be at time two , but makes his stat ements again in terms of 
lHeinsenberg, Physics and Philosophy, p . 41. 
2rbid . , p . 49. 
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probability. He then makes his observation at time two again keeping 
in mind the two kinds of probability. However, he does not and cannot 
know what happened between the two measures; this is the "quantum 
jump." In the words of Heisenberg: 
Therefore, the transition from the "possible" to the "actual" 
takes place during the act of observation. If we want to describe 
what happens in an atomic event, we have to realize that the word 
"happens can apply only to the observation, not to the state of 
affairs between two observations. It applies to the physical, 
not the psychical act of observation, and we may say that the 
transition from the "possible" to the "actual" takes place as 
soon as the interaction of the object with the measuring device, 
and thereby with the rest of the world, has come into play; it 
is not connected with the act of registration of the result by 
the mind of the observer . l 
Although Norbert Weiner attributes the notion of a contingent universe 
to Gibbs he agrees with the result. 
This revolution has had the effect that physics now no longer 
claims to deal with what will always happen but rather with what 
will happen with an overwhelming ~obability •. . in a probabilistic 
world we no longer deal with quantities and statements which con-
cern a specific, real universe as a whole but ask instead ques-
tions which may find their answers in large number of similar 
universes . Thus chance has been admitted not merely as a mathe-
matical tool for physics, but as part of its warp and weft.2 
One final relationship undermined by these subatomic experiments 
was the relationship between the knower and known . It was assumed in 
Newtonian physics that reality was what was out there quite independent 
of whether anyone knew it or not . However, in using the tools 
necessary to study the atom it appears to be unavoidable that the 
lHeisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, p. 55. 
2Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics 
and Society, Doubleday Anchor Books (Garden City, New York: Doubleday 
& Company, Inc . , 1954), p. 10. 
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instruments effect the nature of what is being observed. For example, 
if a light ray is used in the study of the movement of electrons, the 
ray itself gives off energy that in turn will effect the movement 
of the electron . Thus the observer enters unwillingly into the observa-
tion. A further complication came to light when it was accepted that 
Newtonian concep~ were inadequate to describe what was being observed. 
These two observations; the tools and the language used in the investiga-
tiona of the atoms forced an acceptance of the subjective element in 
physics . Or according to Heisenberg: 
This again emphasizes a subjective element in the description 
of atomic events, since the measuring device has been constructed 
by the observer, and we have to remember that what we observe is 
not nature in itself but nature exposed to our method of question-
ing. Our scientific work in physics consists in asking questions 
about nature in the language that we possess and trying to get an 
answer from experiment by means that are at our disposal . In this 
way quantum theory reminds us, as Bohr has put it, of the old wis-
dom that when searching for harmony in life one must never forget 
that in the drama of existence we are ourselves both players and 
spectators . It is unders t andable that in our scientific relation 
to nature our own activity becomes very important when we have to 
deal with parts of nature into which we can penetrate only by using 
the most elaborate tools.l 
The consequences of these findings and observations were not 
taken with anything approaching equanimity even among such unemotional 
people as nuclear physicists . Planck hesitatingly mused with his son 
that perhaps he had made a discovery as important as Newton ' s. Einstein 
declared that, "God does not play dice!" Heisenberg on lonely walks 
kept repeating, "Can nature possible be as absurd as it seemed to us 
in these atomic experiments?"2 
lHeisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, p. 58 . 
2rbid ., p . 42 . 
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In place of a world that could be known with certainty, they 
had one that at best could be ~own only with a degree of probability. 
In place of a world that could be cut up into simple either this or 
that; they had one that could be one, both or neither all simultaneously. 
In place of a world that could be known objectively, existing and oper-
ating independently of them, they had one that they could never know 
without entering into that knowing process and that the results would 
depend on their particular kind of knowing . Lastly instead of having 
a world that operated according to predictable laws; they had one in 
which chance played a major role. None of this was very comforting 
but they accepted it as part of the atomic world . They had by follow-
ing the ontological and epistemological assumptions of the eighteenth 
century reached a state which shook those assumptions to their very 
root . So much so that Heisenberg concludes: "But the change in the 
concept of reality manifesting itself in quantum theory is not simply 
a continuation of the past; it seems to be a real break in the struc-
ture of the modern science . "1 
It seems that starting with nature, "we came a long way" or as 
the grook says nature didn't turn out as we thought she might: 
ATOMYRIADES 
Nature, it seems is the popular name 
for milliards and milliards and milliards 
of particles playing their infinite game 
libid., p. 29 
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of billiards and billiards and billiards.! 
If these particles are the elementary stuff of the universe 
and this is how they behave, how do you build a society? What institu-
tions might arise out of the primeval dust of probability, complementarity, 
subjectivity and chance? 
John Dewey anticipated the reaction of a society which had 
wholeheartedly accepted the Newtonian view of the world and ordered 
its institutions on that view. 
The idea of a universal reign of law, based on properties 
immutably inherent in things and of s uch a nature as to be 
capable of exact mathematical statement was a sublime idea • 
•.. From this point of view, the principle of indeterminacy 
seems like an intellectual catastrophy . In compelling the 
surrender of the doctrine of exact and immutable laws de-
scribing the fixed antecedent properties of things, it seems 
to involve abandonment of the idea that the world is funda-
mentally intelligible. A universe in which fixed laws do not 
make possible exact predictions seems from the older stand-
point to be a world in which disorder reigns. 2 
"An intellectual catastrophy," "fundamentally intelligible,,. and "a 
world in which disorder reigns" are not very comforting prospects 
to base your life upon. 
It would appear that up until the cwentieth century man had 
and needed the stars to guide his ship by; those fixed points from 
which he could constantly judge his progress and evaluate his achieve-
lPiet Hein, Grooks (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 
Inc . , 1969), p. 24 
2John Dewey, Education and Experience , Collier Books (London: 
Collie r-Macmillan, 1969), p . 208 . 
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ments . As ~wey notes, "Man who lives in a world of hazards is com-
pelled to seek security."1 Similarly Watts noted that the achievements 
of science have been disturbing to the average man, concluding "That 
immediate results of this (scientific) honesty have been deeply un-
settling and depressing. For man seems to be unable to live without 
myth, without the belief that the routine and drudgery, the pain and 
fear of this life have some meaning and goal in the future."2 
Both Watts and Dewey agree that there is a certain irony in 
this depressing reaction to uncertainty and probability . In his daily 
life man constantly lives with the unpredictable. Much of his life 
runs according to a fairly predictable routine but then the horse 
picked, the cold caught, the bonus offered, the diamond rejected, the 
baby boy hoped for, and the death dreaded,all contribute to those un-
expected moments of joy and anguish . As Dewey points out, it is only 
in the life of thought that there is security and predictability. This 
is what forced the Greeks to prefer thought to action. In the realm 
of contemplation the eternal ideas could romp in the joy of change-
lessness. 
There is no need to expatiate upon the risk which attends 
overt action. The burden of proverbs and wise saws is that 
the best laid plans of men as of mice gang agley. Fortune 
rather than our one intent and act determines eventual success 
and failure . The pathos of unfulfilled expectation, the tragedy 
llbid . , p. 3. 
2Alan W. Watts , The Wisdom of Insecurity, Vintage Books (New 
York: Random House, Inc ., 1968), p . 20 . 
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of defeated purpose and ideals, the catastrophes of accident, 
are the commonplaces of all comment on the human scene. We 
survey conditions, make the wisest choice we can; we act, and 
we must trust the rest to fate, fortune or providence. Moral-
ists tell us to look to the end when we act and then inform us 
that the end is always uncertain. Judging, planning, choice, no 
matter how thoroughly conducted, and action no matter how pru-
dently executed, never are the sole determinants of any outcome. 
Alien and indifferent natural forces, unforseeable conditions 
enter in and have a decisive voice.l 
It's really comical that man who knows all of the above to be true 
should get so upset when he finds his brother atoms are subjected to 
the same fate of unpredictability. So when you tell him all this, he 
may see the wisdom of it and nod his head, when you go on to say that 
the consequence of this is that there are no right answers, but only 
answers that do or do not work in a particular situation, that the 
world you live in is not deterministic but in some part what you 
make it; he sadly shakes his head, gets depressed and inquires, "Then 
what is the meaning of my life?" Many of the lyrics of popular songs 
reflect this reaction such as "What's it all about Alfie, is it just 
for the moment we live? Are we meant to take more than we give?" or 
"I've looked at life from both sides now from up and down and still 
somehow it's life's illusions I recall, I really don't know life at 
all." 
There is a shift taking place in the thinking of today's 
young people and it is a shift from authoritarian views handed down 
from above to views that they make for themselves based upon their own 
experiences. They are participating in the revolutionary change in 
loewey, Education and Experience, p. 7. 
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thought patterns that have resulted from the new findings in physics. 
They are articulating their own experience and making their own symbols 
to represent it . The American flag and patriotism are their parents' 
symbols . Their parents' revolution was making the world safe for 
democracy and the economy safe for the worker. The symbol for many 
of the young is the peace symbol and their revolution is making the 
world safe to live in and a job mus t be something that has meaning and 
is worth the commitment of your life. All of this is just the rumblings 
of a revolution and only a small part of the total population of the 
young are involved in it but it is there nevertheless. Once more it 
raises the question, can institutions be founded on the basis of probabil-
ity, uncertainty, subjectivity and chance? Can man live with conscious 
knowledge that all is flux and change? It would almost appear that 
he has no choice. In the past he had the illusion of changelessness 
but the rapid pace of today's world will not allow that illusion to 
remain much longer. 
In case there is any doubt concerning the rate of change, 
Postman and Weingartner use an imaginary clock to speed up the time 
sequence of development in the media. 
Imagine a clock face with 60 minutes on it . Let the clock 
stand for the time men have had access to writing systems. 
Our clock would t hus represent something like 3,000 years, 
and each minute on our clock 50 years . On this scale, there 
were no significant media changes until about nine minutes ago . 
At that time, the print ing press came into use in Western 
culture . About three minutes ago, the telegraph, photograph, 
and locomotive arrived. Two minutes ago: the telephone, rotary 
press, motion pictures , automobile, airplane, and radio . One 
minute ago, the talking picture . Television appeared in the 
last ten seconds, the computer in the last five , and communica-
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tions satellites in the last second. The laser beam--perhaps 
the most potent medium of communication cr all--appeared only 
a fraction of a second ago.l 
The authors go on to state, 
But now, in just the last minute, we've reached the stage 
where change occurs so rapidly that each of us in the course 
of our lives has continuously to work out a set of values, 
patterns of behavior that are viable, or seem viable, to each 
of us personally. And just when we have identified a workable 
system, it turns out to be irrelevant because so much has changed 
while we were doing it . 2 
Under the old system of education it seemed quite sensible to fix 
the boundaries of the various disciplines and encourage the student 
to study within each area . We were encouraging him to take a piece 
of reality study it well, note how it relates to its surrounding 
parts, put it back, take another piece and repeat the process . By 
increments of such investigation a picture of the whole could be 
built up. If he engages in that process now, he takes out the piece 
studies it but when he goes to put it back he can 't find where it goes. 
The rest o£ the picture has shifted while he was doing his research. 
If this seems an exaggeration , one has only to look at our relations 
with Russia and China . While one is studying the historical relations 
between these three countries the economic and ideologic patterns are 
shifting so rapidly, that parents are left wondering why we are trading 
with them while their children question why we are fighting with them. 
lNeil Postman and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as a Subversive 
Activity (New York, Delacorte Press, 1969), p . 10. 
2rbid., p. 11. 
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The facts seem to change while they are being observed. 
It would appear that man is going to have to live a life 
where change is the dominant theme. Fortunately he seems to be 
structured for change. This may be a chicken or the egg argument 
in the sense that man is structured to produce change and therefore 
has the structure to adapt to change or as McLuhan has noted, "A 
chicken is an egg's idea for producing another egg."l We have reached 
a turning point and there is no going back to the past for answers or 
solutions to the questions and ~oblems confronting man in the decades 
ahead. 
According to Wiener: 
We are the slaves of our technical improvement and we can 
no more return a New Hampshire farm to the self-contained 
state in which it was maintained in 1800 than we can, by taking 
thought, add a cubit to our stature or, what is more to the 
point, diminish it. We have modified our environment so radically 
that we must now modify ourselves in order to exist in this new 
environment. We can no longer live in the old one . Progress 
imposes not only new possibilities for the future but new re-
strictions.2 
Raving said this Wiener goes on to analyze the structure of man and 
his inherent possibilities for living in a contingent universe. As 
a cybernetics expert he "takes the view that the structure of the 
machine or of the organism is an index of the performance that may 
be expected from it . "3 If the structure of an insect is compared 
lMarshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, 
A Signet Book (New York: The New American Library, Inc., 1964), p. 27. 
2Wiener, The Ruman Use of Human Beings, p. 46. 
3Ibid., p. 57. 
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with that of man, it becomes obvious that insect's structure places 
severe limitations on his adaptability while man on the other hand 
fully grown is more like a newborn ape than the fully grown ape . "Among 
the animals man is a Peter Pan who never grows up."l Or to put in the 
words of Leonard ; 
. •. neurologists, psychologists, educators, philosophers and 
others--are making what may well be the century's biggest 
news. Almost all of them agree that people now are using 
less than ten percent of their potential abilities; some 
put the figure at less than one percent . The fact of the 
matter is that anyone who makes a responsible and systematic 
study of the human animal eventually feels the awe that moved 
Shakespeare to write: "What a piece of work is man I how noble 
in reason! how infinite in facultyl"2 
It probably could be argued that Shakespeare was suffering from a bout 
of euphoria or was being unusually sarcastic when he wrote these lines; 
at any rate he certainly hadn't been out mingling with the masses. It 
is probably equally a truism that man is capable of far more than he 
ever produces in his lifetime . Human nature which everyone seems to 
know can't be changed appears to be quite malleable and always comes 
up to meet whatever demands the current technology or ideology make 
of it . If a pure soul is the order of the day; man with a little 
divine grace seems to muddle through. If mind is a tabula rasa which 
learns when exposed to nature's predictable laws, then lo and behold 
man by building up associations learns those predictable laws. And 
one can only hope with a little probability on our side that if con-
libid., p . 58. 
2George B. Leonard, Education and Ecstasy (New York: Delacorte 
Press, 1968) , p. 25 . 
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ditions demand that man be a creator and life time learner he will 
respond admirable to the task. 
Although the previous paragraph treats the matter of man's 
capacity to change l ightly; it is far from a comical situation . The 
demands imposed by probability and uncertainty are so far out of 
the experience of mankind historically as to make the future centuries 
a whole new ball game. Although Watts , Dewey, Wiener , and Heisenberg 
may have their disagreements about the consequences of twentieth 
century science; they are in complete agreement about the role of 
belief and faith in relation to action . One has only to read the 
following: 
or, 
On the other hand , the phenomenon of uncompromising belief carries 
much more weight than some special philosophical notions of the 
nineteenth century . We cannot close our eyes to the fact that the 
great majority of the people can scarcely have any well-founded 
judgement concerning the correctness of certain important general 
ideas or doctrines. Therefore, the word "belief" can for this 
majority not mean "perceiving the truth of something" but can 
only be understood as "taking this as the basis for life . " One 
can easily understand that this second kind of belief is much 
firmer, is much momfixed than the first one, that it can persist 
even against immediate contradicting experience and can therefore 
not be shaken by added scientific knowledge. The history of the 
past two decades has shown by many examples that this second kind 
of belief can sometimes be upheld to a point where it seems com-
pletely absurd , and that it then only ends with the death of 
the believer. Science and history can teach us that this kind 
of belief may become a great danger for those who share it . 
But such knowledge is of no avail, since one cannot see how it 
could be avoided , and therefore such belief has always belonged 
to the great forces in human history . l 
lHeisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, p. 204 . 
or, 
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The concrete pathologies of belief, its failures and perver-
sions, whether of defect or excess, spring from failure to ob-
serve and adhere to the principle that knowledge is the completed 
resolution of the inherently indeterminate or doubtful. The 
commonest fallacy is to suppose that since the state of doubt 
is accompanied by a feeling of uncertainty, knowledge arises 
when this feeling gives way to one of assurance. Thinking 
then ceases to be an effort to effect change in the objective 
situation and is replaced by devices which generate a change 
in feeling or "consciousness." Tendency to premature judge-
ment, jumping at conclusions, excessive love of simplicity, 
making over evidence to suit desire, taking the familiar for 
the clear, etc., all spring from confusing the feeling of 
certitude with certified situation. Thought hastens toward the 
settled and is only too likely to force the pace. The natural 
man dislikes the dis-ease which accompanies the doubtful and 
is ready to take almost any means to end it. Uncertainty is 
got rid of by fair means or foul. Long exposure to danger 
breeds an overpowering love of security. Love for security, 
translated into a desire not to be disturbed and unsettled, 
leads to dogmatism, to acceptance of beliefs upon authority, 
to intolerance and fanaticism on the one side and to irrespon-
sible dependence and sloth on the other. 1 
I have said that science is impossible without faith . By 
this I do not mean that the faith on which science depends 
is religious in nature or involves the acceptance of any of 
the dogmas of the ordinary religious creeds, yet without 
faith that nature is subject to law there can be no science. 
No amount of demonstration can ever prove that nature is 
subject to law .... What I say about the need for faith in science 
is equally true for a purely causative world and for one in 
which probability rules . ... Science is a way of life which can 
flourish when men are free to have faith . A faith which we 
follow upon orders imposed from outside is no faith, and a 
community which puts its dependence upon such a pseudo-faith 
is ultimately bound to ruin itself because of the paralysis 
which the lack of a healthily growing science imposes upon it . 2 
lJohn Dewey, The Quest for Certainty: A Study of the Relation 
of Knowledge and Action, Capricorn Books (New York: G. P . Putnam's 
Sons, 1960), p . 228 . 
2wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings, p. 193. 
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or finally, 
The discovery of this reality is hindered rather than helped 
by belief, whether one believes in God or believes in atheism. 
We must here make a clear distinction between belief and faith, 
because, in general practice, belief has come to mean a state 
of mind which is almost the opposite of faith. Belief, as I 
use the word here, is the instance that the truth is what one 
would "lief" or wish it to be . The believer will open his 
mind to the truth on condition that it fits in with his pre-
conceived ideas and wishes. Faith, on the other hand, is an 
unreserved opening of the mind to truth, whatever it may turn 
out to be. Faith has no preconceptions; it is plunge into the 
unknown. Belief clings, but faith lets go. In this sense of 
the word, faith is the essential virtue of science, and like-
wise of any religion that is not self-deception. 1 
All of these writers have been deeply influenced by the concepts of 
uncertainty and probability and it is amazing to find how similar 
their conclusions are that somehow belief which is escape from thought 
or acquiescence to authority, ends in the death of the believer or 
believing society. On the other hand they all note the need for some 
kind of faith which is similar to curiosity, uncertainty and openness 
for thought to continue and perhaps for life itself to survive. 
A similar set of quotes from them could be drawn up around 
the theme that the findings of twentieth century science mark a 
complete break with the past. Just as it made little or no sense for 
the thinkers of the enlightenment to go back and check their conclusions 
with the findings of pre-Newtonian scholars, so these men believe it 
is equally futile to go back and model current day thinking, behavior 
and social institutions on the findings of Newtonian thinkers. But 
lwatts, The Wisdom of Insecurity, p. 24. 
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instead of being depressed by this new world of probability they are 
delighted . Perhaps Dewey speaks well for all of them when he says: 
And a universe whose essential characteristic is fixed order 
and connection has no place for unique and individual existences, 
no place for novelty and genuine change and growth . It is, in 
the words of William James , a block universe. The fact that in 
detailed content it is a thoroughly mechanistic world is, one 
may say, a mere incident fact attending the fact that it is a 
fixed and closed world ..• • Abandon completely the notion that 
nature ought to conform to a certain definition, and nature 
intrinsically is neither rational nor irrational. Nature is 
intelligible and understandable. There are operations by means 
of which it becomes an object of knowledge, and is turned to 
human purposes, just as rivers provide conditions which may be 
utilized to promote human activities and to satisfy human need . l 
When Dewey wrote these words in 1929 , anyone who read them must have 
thought he was out of his mind or he was some damned fool philosopher 
spinning off cosmic webs of a creative society. One had only to look 
at the stock market to see how much control man had over his destiny, 
by and of his "operations . " But now, viewed forty years later, he 
doesn't look so foo lish. More than any single factor technology has 
made the difference . 
The more one looks into the philosophy of what we call educa-
tion, the more convinced one becomes that Dewey was a man too far 
ahead of his time. Although he took his cue from Darwin and biology 
with the consequent emphasis on change and growth; he was incredibly 
in tune with the consequences of Einstein 's relativity, Heisenberg's 
uncertainty and the process of scientific inquiry . Perhaps he didn't 
mean to be interpreted in light of twentie th century physics but it 
lDewey, The Quest for Certainty, p . 209 . 
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appears almost inevitable that he will be . His thoughts on the in-
terests of the learner, the uncertainty of action, the necessity of 
involvement and the importance of ideas tested in action, are bound 
to have tremendous appeal to generations steeped in experience, "doing 
their thing," and relevance. 1 It can only be hoped that his call for 
reflection will be heeded as well . 2 
If we look closely at the nature of change we find that it is 
mainly the result of bringing things together that previously were 
separated or perhaps in perceiving things or ideas in a different way. 
Sometimes it is the things that change and sometimes it is the viewer 
who changes . Often it is both. Inventions are examples of the changes 
in things. The invention of the car was merely a combination of the 
carriage and the engine . Both had existed previously and only needed 
combining . Inventions of this s ort are common in the life of all. 
Their effect is usually, initially at least, less disruptive than the 
second kind of change . The larger changes in the life of man and in 
a man's life come from the changes in view or perception . The cosmos 
didn ' t change when Newton theorized about gravity or when Einstein 
lRobert s. Powell , Jr ., former president of the National Student 
Association , wro t e in "Participation is Learning," (Saturday Review, Jan . 
10, 1970, p . 82), "We might find John Dewey was right when he spoke of 
the strong relationship between effort and involvement . " 
2John Dewey noted "In reaction agains the age-long depreciation 
of practice in behalf of contemplative knowledge , there is a temptation 
simply to turn things upside down . But the essence of pragmatic in-
strumentalism is to conceive of both knowledge and practice as means of 
making goods--excellencies of all kinds--secure in experienced existence." 
(The Quest for Certainty, p. 31) . 
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theorized about relativity, only man's view of the cosmos changed 
but the result was fantastic changes in the culture of man. In daily 
life a man's friends and enemies don't change as a result of his 
undergoing therapy but again what marvelous changes occur in his life 
as he understands the why's of his behavior and modifies it accordingly. 
Ths change in his view produces for him tremendous changes in his 
world. New choices open up for him, new patterns of organizing his 
life arise and one could almost say a new man is born. 
It is the sense of a new man being born that permeates most 
of the writers quoted here. Dewey particularly re£lects this optimism 
as he views nature as possibility rather than finality. 
Nature as it already exists ceases to be something which must 
be accepted and submitted to, endured or enjoyed, just as it 
is . It is now something to be modified, to be intentionally 
controlled. It is material to act upon so as to transform it 
into new objects which better answer our needs . Nature as it 
exists at any particular time is a challenge, rather than a 
completion; it provides possible starting points and opportuni-
ties rather than final ends.l 
Similarly Watts sees the new possibilities of science in a positive way: 
The true splendor of science is not so much that it names and 
classifies, records and predicts, but that it observed and de-
sires to know the facts, whatever they may turn out to be. 
However much it may confuse facts with conventions, and reality 
with arbitrary divisions, in this openness and sincerity of 
mind it bears some resemblance to religion, understood in it 
other and deeper sense. The greater the scientist, the more 
he is impressed with his ignorance of reality, and the more 
he realizes that his laws and labels, descriptions and defini-
tions, are the products of his own thought. They help him to 
use the world for purposes of his own devising rather than to 
understand and explain it. 
lnewey, The Quest for Certainty, p. 100. 
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The more he analyzes the universe into infinitesimals, the 
more things he finds to classify, and the more he perceives 
the relativity of all classification. What he does not know 
seems to increase in geometric progression to what he knows . 
Steadily he approaches the point where what is unknown is 
not a mere blank space in a web of worlds but a window in 
the mind, a window whose name is not ignorance but wonder.! 
Two thoughts come through in both of these quotes. The first is 
the realization that in spite of all we know there is always more 
to learn and thus we are doomed or blessed, depending on your view-
point, to be learners all of our lives . We remain always a little 
like children incredulous at the wonder that is life . The second 
thought is that the world is for us to use to modify and adapt to 
our needs . This thought makes creators of us all or as Piet Rein has 
written poetically; 
Simply Assisting God 
I am a humble artist 
moulding my earthly clod, 
adding my labour to nature ' s 
simply assisting God . 
Not that my effort is needed; 
yet somehow I understand, 
my maker has willed it that I too should have 
unmoulded clay in my hand.2 
It is a strange sensation to arrive at the point of man the creator 
and men like gods simply by following the paths of science. Somehow 
by being completely rational we end up on the same side as the mystics . 
It's the kind of thing that makes you wonder if the mystics by being 
lWatts, The Wisdom of Insecurity, p . 150. 
2 Rein , Grooks, p. 7. 
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completely mystical would end up as rationalists. More to the point 
is the problem of over-emphasizing one side of our nature inevitably 
leads to a recognition of the portion excluded . It appears that 
Aristotelian thinking emphasizing A, not-A leads to not either-or 
but both . Bohr's notion of complementarity prevails in the end. 
McLuhan maintains that Parkinson and Lewis Carrol or perhaps 
any artist uses two pictures when he finds himself between two 
cultures . These transition periods are really cultural gaps and 
the open-minded person can be truly creative, gaining insights that 
were impossible while steeped in the old culture's assumptions or 
once the new cultural pattern is formed. 
Parkinson, sitting on the fence between the mechanical and 
the electric uses of work and time, is able to provide us with 
real entertainment by simply squinting, now with one eye, now 
with the other, at the time and work picture . Cultures like 
ours, poised at the pdnt of transformation, engender both 
tragic and comic awareness in great abundance. It is the max-
imal interplay of diverse forms of perception and experience 
that makes great the cultures of the fifth century B. C.,. the 
sixteenth century , and the twentieth century . But few people 
have enjoyed living in these intense periods when all that 
ensures familiarity and security dissolves and is reconfigured 
in a few decades.l 
Lest the reader think I am becoming overly optimistic about 
the new age we are on the brink of, I call attention to the words 
"comic" and ''tragic" in the above quote. Keeping in mind Wiener's 
notion that the structure of the organism is the key to its per-
formance, if we turn to Watt's we find that the sensitivity of our 
nervous system predisposes to both the heights and the depths . This 
lMcLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 143. 
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is hardly a new notion to any poet. 
Unquestionably the sensitive human brain adds immeasurably 
to the richness of life. Yet for this we pay dearly, because 
the increase in over-all sensitivity makes us peculiarly vulner-
able . One can be less vulnerable by becoming less sensitive--
more of a stone and less of a man--and so less capable of en-
joyment. Sensitivity requires a high degree of softness and 
fragi lity--eyeballs, eardrums, taste buds, and nerve ends cul-
minating in the highly delicate organism of the brain . These 
are not only soft and fragile , but also perishable. There seems 
to be no effective way of decreasing the delicacy and perish-
ability of living tissue without also decreasing its vitality 
and sensitivity. 
If we are to have intense pleasures, we must also be liable 
to intense pains. The pleasure we love, and the pain we hate, 
but it seems impossible to have the former without the latter . 
Indeed, it looks as if the two must in some way alternate, for 
continuous pleasure is a stimulus that must either pall or be 
increased. And the increase will either harden the sense buds 
with its friction or turn it into pain. A consistent diet of 
rich food either destroys the appetite or makes one sick.l 
Again the notion of complementarity appears , it is not either pain or 
ecstasy, it is both . It is on this point that Aristotle really blew 
it with his Golden Mean. It is not the mean we should be striving 
for but the alternating around it. This is the pulsating heart. 
This is life . The mean represents the static and death. 
To apply these ideas of joy and tragedy to the changing of 
the guards of culture, we turn to Alfred North ~1itehead: 
In every age of wel~-marked transition there is the 
pattern of habitual dumb practice and emotion which is 
passing, and there is oncoming of a new complex of habit. 
Between the two lies a zone of anarchy, either a passing 
danger or a prolonged welter involving misery of decay and 
zest of young life.2 
lwatts, The Wisdom of Insecurity, p. 30 . 
2Alfred North Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas, A Mentor Book 
(New York: The New American Library of World Literature, Inc . , 1964), 
p. 15. 
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At the heart of the nature of things, there 
the dreams of youth and the harvest of tragedy. 
of the Universe starts with the dream and reaps 
are always 
The Adventure 
tragic Beauty . l 
On the basis of some of these reflections, it is probably safe to 
assume that the new age will not be the total ecstasy the optimists 
are praying for nor the total depravity the pessimists are predicting. 
In some measure it may be both but assuredly it will be different. 
Many of the authors hold that the basis of this difference is 
to be found in the shift from a single viewpoint or perspective toward 
many viewpoints depending on action and process; no standpoint or posi-
tion is central. In this regard , Dewey thought the changes in the con-
ception of the universe wrought out of the findings of twentieth century 
physicists was equal in scope only to the Copernican revolution . 
If such changes do not constitute, in depth and scope of their 
significance, a reversal comparable to a Copernican revolution, 
I am at a loss to know where such a change can be found or what 
it would be like. The old center was mind knowing by means of 
an equipment of powers complete within itself, and merely exer-
cised upon an antecedent external material equally complete in 
itself. The new center is definite interactions taking place 
within a course of nature which is not fixed and complete, but 
which is capable of direction to new and different results 
through the mediation of intentional operations. Neither self 
nor world, neither soul nor nature (in the sense of something 
isolated and finished in its isolation) is the center, any more 
than either earth or sun is the absolute center of a single 
universal and necessary frame of reference. There is a moving 
whole of interacting parts; a center emerges wherever there is 
effort to change them in a particular direction . 2 
Thus, if we return to McLuhan's key transition periods of the fifth 
libid., p. 294 . 
2newey, The Quest for Certainty, p. 290. 
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century B.C., the sixteenth century and the twentieth century, it 
seems we have a series of shifts in the center of the universe. In 
the fifth century we have the earth as the center of an eternal and 
immutable universe with man as the contemplator of the beauty of it 
all. In the sixteenth century we have a dynamic and moving universe 
with the sun at the center and man as the investigator of it's pre-
dictable laws. In the twentieth century we have an unfinished universe, 
moving and changing, having no center and with which man interacts be-
coming a co-creator in his own and the universe ' s destiny. 
When Dewey speaks of a center emerging wherever there is an 
effort to direct change, he is amazingly close to Norbert Wiener's 
concept of entropy . 
Gibbs' innovation was to consider not one world, but all 
the worlds which are possible answers to a limited set of ques-
tions concerning our environment . His central notion concerned 
the extent to which answers that we may give to questions about 
one set of worlds are probably among a larger set of worlds. 
Beyond this, Gibbs had a theory that this probability tended 
naturally to increase as the universe grows older . The measure 
of this probability is called entropy, and the characteristic 
tendency of entropy is to increase. 
As entropy increases, the universe, and all closed systems 
in the universe, tend naturally to deteriorate and lose their 
distinctiveness, to move from the least to the most probable 
state, from a state of organization and differentiation in which 
distinctions and forms exist, to a state of chaos and sameness . 
In Gibbs' universe order is least probable, chaos most probable. 
But while the universe as a whole, if indeed there is a whole 
universe, tends to run down, there are local enclaves whose direc-
tion seems opposed to that of the universe at large and in which 
there is a limited and temporary tendency for organization to 
increase. Life finds its home in some of these enclaves.l 
lwiener, The Human Use of Human Beings, p . 12. 
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This idea of many centers as opposed to a single center has been 
sifting down into popular thought through the arts and our technology 
and thereby effecting all of our institutions . McLuhan even sees 
stereo as a manifestation of this change in perception of the universe: 
Ster eo sound, a further development, is "all around" or "wrap-around" 
sound. Previously sound had emanated from a single point in ac-
cordance with the bias of visual culture with its fixed point of 
view. The hi-fi changeover was really for music what cubism had 
been for painting, and what symbolism had been for literature; 
namely, the acceptance of multiple planes and facets in a single 
experience. Another way to put it is to say that stereo is sound 
in depth, as TV is the visual in depth . l 
A new conception of the universe combined with a technology 
derived from the findings of nuclear physics and electronics has pro-
duced profound changes on the demands placed on all of our institutions. 
Dewey felt that there need be no break wi th the past, only a re-examination 
of what we had inherited from the past to bring it in line with the needs 
of the present. He knew that chaos was the result of a complete break 
but also acknowledged that if the institutions refused to change, 
" •• • the force of new conditions will produce disruption externally 
and mechanically: this is an ever present danger. The prospect is 
increased, not mitigated, by that conservatism which insists upon the 
adequacy of old s tandards to meet new conditions . "2 Alfred North 
Whitehead stated this same idea more powerfully when he said, 
We notice that a great idea in the background of dim conscious-
ness is like a phantom ocean beating upon the shores of human life 
in s uccessive waves of specialization. A whole succession of 
l McLuhan , Understanding Media, p. 247 . 
2newey , The Quest f or Certainty, p. 272 . 
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such waves doing their work of sapping the base of some cliff of 
habit: but the seventh wave is revolution--"And the nations echo 
round."1 
Bob Dylan sings it with even greater power to young people today and 
they are listening and more importantly they are hearing its message : 
The Times They Are A-Changin 
"Come gather round you people wherever you roam 
And admit that the waters around you have grown 
I And accept it, or soon you 11 be drenched to the bone 
If your time to you is worth saving 
Then you better start swimming or you'll sink like a stone 
For the times they are a-changin. 
Come writers and critics who prophesize with your pen 
And keep your eyes wide, the chance won't come again 
And don't speak too soon for the wheel's still in spin 
And there's no telling who that it' s naming 
For the loser now will be later to win 
For the times they are a-changin. 
Corne senators, congressmen please heed the call 
Don't stand in the doorway, don't block up the hall 
For he that get's hurt will be who has stalled 
There's a battle outside and it's raging. 
It 'll soon shake your windows and rattle your walls 
For the times they are a-changin. 
Come mothers and fathers throughout the land 
And don't criticize if you can 't understand 
Your sons and your daughters are beyond your command 
Your old road is rapidly aging 
Please get out of the new one if you can't lend your hand 
For the times they are a-changin . 
The line it is drawn, the curse it is cast 
The slow one now will later be fast 
As the present now will later be past 
The order is rapidly fading 
And the first one now will later be last 
For the times they are a-changin . 2 
!Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas, p. 27. 
2Peter, Paul and Mary In Concert, a Warner Brothers Recording of 
"The Times They Are A-Changin" written by Bob Dylan. 
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There are so many important themes in this song and they are so inter-
twined it's hard to separate them . McLuhan would probably tell us 
not to try. He would warn that i t was taking some thing that was 
simultaneous and total and making it linear and fragmented . Marshall, 
please forgive good old linear us for making the attempt . Probably 
the most outstanding feature of the lyrics is the author's attempt 
to give advice to those resisting change . He approaches the solution 
suggested by Allan Watts in the line "you better start swimming or 
you'll sink like a stone" . In response to change Watts reconnnends that 
it is foolish to be rigid and resist because the rigid get broken by 
a stronger force. Watts' advice is given as a means of living with 
the unknown and thus equally applies to change which is another name 
for the unknown . 
The art of living in this "predicament" is neither careless 
drifting on the one hand nor fearful clinging to the past and the 
known on the other . It consists in being completely sensitive to 
each moment, in regarding it as u tterly new and unique, in having 
the mind open and wholly receptive . 
This is not a philosophical theory but an experiment. One 
has to make the experiment to understand that it brings into play 
altogether new powers of adaptation to life, of literally absorb-
ing pain and insecurity . It is as hard to describe how this ab-
sorbtion works as to explain the beating of one ' s heart or the 
formation of genes . The "open" mind does this as most of us 
breathe: without being able to explain it all . The principle of 
the thing is clearly something like judo, the gentle (ju) way (do) 
of mastering an opposing force by giving in to it . 
The natural world gives us many examples of the great effective-
ness of this way. The Chinese philosophy of which judo itself is 
an expression--Taoism--drew attention to the power of water to 
overcome all obstacles by its gentleness and pliability. It showed 
how the supple willow survives the tough pine in a snowstorm, for 
whereas the unyielding branches of the pine accumulate snow until 
they crack, the springy boughs of the willow bend under its weight, 
drop the snow and jump back again . 
If, when swinnning, you are caught in a strong current, it is 
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fatal to resist . You must swim with it and gradually edge to the 
side. One who falls from height with stiff limbs will break them, 
but if he relaxes like a cat he will fall safely. A building with-
out "give" in its structure will easily collapse in storm or Iarth-
quake, and a car without the cushioning of tires and springs. 
He makes the point clearly that it is not complete capitulation that 
is called for but a moving with the force as a means of controlling. 
In a sense he is advising that to resist is death but to ride the wave 
and determine where best to get off is the only alternative. 
McLuhan, appears a little over optimistic ~>~hen he not only advises 
riding the wave but also getting out in front of it to get control of 
it. He agrees with Watts, however, that resistance is the worst possible 
posture in the face of change. 
But all the conservatism in the world does not afford evan a token 
resistance to the ecological sweep of the new electric media. On 
a moving highway the vehicle that backs up is accelerating in re-
lation to the highway situation . Such would seem to be the ironical 
status of the cultural reactionary . When the trend is one way his 
resistance insures a greater speed of change . Control over change 
would seem to consist in moving not with it but ahead of it. An-
ticipation gives the power to deflect and control force. Thus we 
may feel like a man who has been hustled away f rom his favorite 
knothole in the ball park by a frantic rout of fans eager to see 
the arrival of a movie star . We are no sooner in position to 
look at one kind of event than it is obliterated by another, just 
as our lives seem to native cultures to be one long series of 
preparations for living . But the favorite stance of literary men 
has long been "to view with alarm" or "to point with pride," while 
scrupulously ignoring what's going on . 2 
McLuhan constantly points out that artists are the ones most likely 
to be ahead of their times and are the culture's prophets. One can 
question whether they are really ahead of their times or whether they 
lwatts, The Wisdom of Insecurity, p. 95. 
2McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 274. 
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are living in the kind of present that Watts is describing. Since 
McLuhan maintains that most of us are still living in the past, to 
us the artist has a futuristic stance. In fact he may be the only one 
living in the present. 
If the key to directing change lies in living fully and con-
sciously in the present, then any education with the avowed purpose 
of preparing one for something in the future, is patently absurd as 
Dewey maintained long ago. 
What, then, is the true meaning of preparation in the educa-
tional scheme? In the first place, it means that a person, young 
or old, gets out of his present experience all that there is in 
it for him at the time in which he has it . When preparation is 
made the controlling end, then the potentialities of the present 
are sacrificed to a suppositious future . When this happens, the 
actual ideal of using the present simply to get ready for the 
future contradicts itself. It omits, and even shuts out, the 
very conditions by which a person can be prepared for his future. 
We always live at the time we live and not at some other time, 
and only by extracting at each present time the full meaning of 
each present experience we are prepared for doing the same thing 
in the future. This is the only preparation which in the long 
run amounts to anything.l 
To return to Piet Rein for a moment: 
Living Is--
Living is 
a thing you do 
now or never--
which do you?2 
Perhaps it is essential to summarize what has been said thus 
far before attempting to point out directions for institutional 
lnewey, Education and Experience, p. 49. 
2Hein, Grooks, p. 53 . 
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response. First, twentieth century physicists in attempting to under-
stand the dynamics of the atom have produced a conception of the universe 
defined in terms of possibility, probability , complementarity , subjectiv-
ity, and chance . Reality as something separate and apart from us, if 
it exists, can never be known except through our highly subjective in-
vestigations . Thus far these human investigations seem to indicate 
that the universe is flux, motion , or change . In the larger view, 
the universe on the whole is running down, reaching a state of homo-
geneity and chaos; while within the universe there are enclaves of 
life or of heterogenei t y and organization . It is in these enclaves 
that we as humans can play a part in shaping and directing the flow 
of change. To our subjective perceptions the rate of change in-
creases as we develop new conceptions of ways to rearrange the particles 
of nature to suit our human needs. During these self-made periods of 
change we are challenged to r earrange our habits and customs in line 
with the newl y stated view of the universe. Throughout the ages man 
has shown the adaptability and flexibility of structure necessary to 
meet the challenge of these changes , bu t there is no guarantee that 
he will be able to do so in the f uture. 
Traditionally man modifies his behavior, customs and institu-
tions on the basis of the new conceptions and fixes them according to 
what he feels are the new truths. He does not view these truths to 
be the tentative findings of science or hypo theses which allow new 
opportunities for control of the environment . On the contrary he sees 
them as final answers--beliefs which cannot be challenged--truths 
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eternally true. In fact these beliefs do change and during the tran-
sition periods the old truths of the past offer little or no guidance 
to the new era about to unfold. Those who provide the paths to the 
new era are men who can hold two pictures of the old and new in mind 
simultaneously, and by alternating between the two give some directioa 
to the present . 
If we look closely at the new conceptions of the universe, we 
see three themes which will guide what is to come: 
1 . the universe is not ruled by immutable laws, but is an 
an energy system of relations which can be described in 
probability t erms where chance plays a role; 
2. there is no fixed center of the universe and as a result 
no fixed viewpoint and no right answers for all times and 
all men; and 
3. there is no fixed real nature, as such for us as humans, 
only nature to be transformed for human purposes. 
Stating these themes does not imply that they are true. Most 
of the physicists agree that new findings could rule out probability 
and chance; substituting predictability and determinism in their place . 
What is acknowledged here is that until science produces a new con-
ception of the universe , these will be the guidelines for developing 
our customs and institutions for the foreseeable future . 
Basicall y what has been discussed thus far has been the onto-
logical considerations dealing with the nature of reality. When we 
begin to explore possible consequences for the institution of education 
we move to the epistemological and exiologica. We must raise questions 
about how man knows in this newly conceived universe and what ought he 
to value. 
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It is not within the capacity of this author or the scope of 
this paper to explore all the consequences of this flexible view of 
the universe introduced by twentieth century physics . It does seem 
desirable, however, to explore several directions based on the notion 
of flexibility which future conceptions of education must take into 
account. 
A word of warning: what follows borders on the mystical, 
the consciousness-expansion, and the brotherly-individual.l Other 
writers, 2 as well as this one, recognize that the direction of our 
institutions could move toward the primitive, the social-manipulative, 
and the tyrannical. The history of man has frequently been written 
in terms of these polarities. In my view, the occasional backward 
slides notwithstanding, the historical direction of man has been moving 
toward a greater flexibility and the recognition of individual unique-
ness as well as the essential unity of the universe. 
Man's relation to a flexible universe will be one of performing 
operations which produce changes. He will study the relations of these 
changes to other changes in order to direct the course of change in 
light of his needs. He will see this as his essential way of "knowing." 
His knowledge will not be organized on linear-causal or struc-
1 In this section words will be hyphenated to demonstrate the 
unity and simultaneity of concepts . The difficulty inherent in our 
language system to express thought in an electric universe will be ex-
plored in the next chapter. 
2nuxley and Wells give vivid pictures of cases where new tech-
nologies and philos ophies are used to achieve old objectives or whe re 
new goals based on the power r e leased by expande d views of man and his 
universe are rejected in favor of goals based on s tability and order . 
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tural hierarchical lines. What he knows will flow electrically and 
simultaneously in the form of relations, will be perceived in terms 
of human needs and desires; and will be organized around the problems 
of man. For example, air polution is not a problem for the universe. 
It is only man's problem because he values life and particularly values 
his own survival. 
He will value his knowledge as a tool to be used, which changes 
as it is used and is discarded when no longer useful or perhaps is 
preserved as an art form to remind him, "that this too will pass away." 
He \till no longer value the memorizing and storing of knowledge in 
his own brain for use at some future time or because facts are good 
to know. Instead he will be concerned with mastering processes for 
performing operations on the knowledge that he has stored in computers 
or some other kind of technological storage and retrieval system. 
Thinking will be his way of life. 
He will be actively cognizant of the basic unity of all actions, 
changes, relations, knowledge, and problems. Disciplines and special-
izations will pass away in the ace of this consciously perceived unity 
of the universe. He has known that all was unity for thousands of 
years but lacked the technology on the one hand to cope with it and 
the expistemology on the other to force him to live it rather than 
merely give lip-service to unity. Piet Hein describes the plight of 




Our choicest plans 
have fallen through, 
our ruriest castles 
tumbled over, 
because of lines 
we neatly drew 
and later neatly 
stumbled over.l 
In the words of McLuhan, the man of the future will be a "nomadic know-
ledge gatherer" who lives in a "global village." 
His basic mode of knowing will be inquiry. His learning-living 
will be based on leaps across gaps between what he has achieved and 
what he desires, who he is and who he wants to be, and what he knows 
and what he needs to know . His life will be the quantum jumps, the 
intuitive leaps, the unfilled intervals, or the sparks across the 
positive and negative poles. He will be man with his nervous system 
extended in an electric age who "lives-loves-knows-learns-communicates-
changes" simultaneously; these words all being names for the same thing . 
His inquiry will be focused on problems of everyday life; which 
will call for his intense intellectual and emotional involvement, first 
to understand the problems and then to move on to their solution . Im-
partiality will be present during the solution-search stage but when 
one solution is selected as best, partiality, commitment, and a deep 
sense of responsibility will be his emotional reaction to the solution-
implementation phase. His problems deal with his universe and his 
survival in it. In this context, statements such as the one made by 
~Hein, Grooks, p. 13. 
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Henry Steele Commager in a recent Phi Delta Kappanarticle will be un-
tenable, for many young people it is untenable now: 
The university approach to the study of war is--or should 
be--scholarly, judicious, impartial, and scientific . It 
is no more interested in the Korean War, let us say, than 
in the Peloponnesian, and it cannot, if it is true to its 
nature, take sides on wars, past or present.l 
It is hard to conceive how any human being could be impartial, ob-
jective, and unemotional about solutions to problems that affect the 
very possibility of his continued existence . The time to come will 
not be conducive to the intellectual fence-sitters . Instead it will 
favor the man who jumps into the fray, remembering to bring his pro-
cesses of analysis, reflection, and decision-making with him. No 
pure theorist or practioner will solve the problems that lie ahead, 
the solutions demand a man who can be both simultaneously . 
He will value problems and recognize that each solution creates 
new problems because the essential unity of all relations calls for 
readjustments throughout the whole system resulting from the new solu-
tion. One has only to look at the problem of air polution to observe 
the phenomenon of readjusting a whole system of relations. If the 
problem is solved by eliminating the internal combustion engine, what 
happens to the automobile industry in Germany, Japan, and Sweden which 
depend heavily on the American market? What happens to regional or 
local patterns of taxation and jurisdictional responsibility when it 
is acknowledged that to solve the problem of air polJ.ution in Boston, 
lHenry Steele Commager, "Education and the International 
Community," Phi Delta Kappan, LI (January, 1970), 230. 
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we must s olve it for New York and Chicago, who ship their air pollu-
tion into Boston on wes t erly and southerly wind systems. Similarly 
township and municipal boundaries and conflicting jurisdictions must 
merge into regional patterns if the car is refused access to city 
streets in favor of plans calling for high-powered efficient systems 
of metropolitan transportation. Or to mention but one of many nwre 
possibilities, what happens to the job market , corporation structure , 
and tax system of the coal, natural gas , and oil industries if the 
solution to air pollutants is based on the production of energy from 
the fusion of atoms, which unlike fission not only produces no fall-
out but simultaneously produces sources of infinite supplies of energy. 
The kind of thinking necessary to solve these problems is one that 
Gibbs would have described as seeking answers not only in one world 
but in many possible worlds; a kind of computerized systems analysis 
with emphasis on a multiplicity of possible systems . This kind of 
thinking must be flexible in its attempt to delineate and explore the 
consequences of many alternatives, recognizing that the alternative 
selected closes out some possibilities while simultaneously opening 
up new ones and always creating new problems . 
The strain of all this flexibility and possibility will be 
great and there will be frantic attempts to fix relations in order to 
achieve a stable equilibrium with no change at all . This is the way 
of Brave New World, 1984 and Fahr enheit 451 . Man could press forward 
in these negative directions and the forces present in 1970 in the 
national governments of Europe, Asia, Africa, and the America's are 
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pushing us down the road of control. There are, however, forces of 
hope in the young and inadvertantly in the sciences they hate so much 
which will allow us to choose to move in the direction of flexibility , 
unity, and commitment . This writer possesses no crystal ball but 
recognizes the complementarity of life forces that constantly demonstrate 
that great hope and great despair are but sides of one coin. One is 
reminded of the Chinese symbol for crisis which combines danger and 
opportunity . The acceptance that neither will prevail alone, but that 
both in some part will obtain, forces the recognition t hat in the last 
analysis the only stance for survival is--flexibility . 
Man possesses t he structural flexibility to make change a 
way of life . He is a thinking , symbol-forming animal who has shown 
in the past the capacity to transform old symbols and structures or 
create new ones to meet his needs. His next challenge will be to 
transform his current conceptual and logical schema to meet the demands 
of his newly created concept of the universe . The next chapter will 
explore these demands as they apply to the flexibility of his most 
basic symbol system--his language. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The purpose of the study, to be proposed at the end of this 
chapter , is an exploration of the relationship between the syntactic 
and semantic flexibility of teachers and their ability to communicate 
with children who exhibit similar or dissimilar language flexibility . 
If this chapter appears to wander far afield before giving any specific 
research related to this topic, it is mainly because there is so little 
relevant research available . 
In reviewing the research that had been done , two questions 
kept coming to mind; Although we all know that teachers are notorious 
talkers, perhaps even compulsive talkers, why has there been almost no 
research on their language patterns? Why has almost no one questioned 
how their language affects the l anguage development of the children 
they teach? There is undoubtedly no simple answer to these questions 
but they remain intriguing questions, nevertheless . 
Since it proved impossible to produce a well developed sequence 
of research investigations which led logically to the one about to be 
proposed, an alternative tack had to be found. The topic for this 
study emerged from an intensive interest in the process of communica-
tion. One cannot study human communication, in any depth, without 
quickly arriving face to face with language and it is at this point 
the trouble begins . Language is the most slippery of concepts but 
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consequently the most fascinating . 
The study of language leads to cross-cultural linguistics, 
statistical information theory, stimulus response behaviorism, clinical 
psychology, cognitive development, theories of mind, transformational 
grammars, new systems of logic, cybernetics, class differences, inter-
action analysis, content analysis, and finally frustration.! 
One questions the necessity of all of this searching . There 
are two concepts that are critical to this study; the first concept 
is flexibility and the second is language. Consistent with the general-
ist approach of the previous chapter, this chapter will follow in brief 
the concept of language where ever it leads; keeping in mind that this 
is to be done from the perspective of a teacher and that whatever is 
found must apply to her basic task--teaching of children . As a re-
sult the question to be raised is, "What does the study of language 
have to offer the teacher, particularly the teacher of teachers?" 
In 1942 Benjamin Lee Whorf said , "A change in language can 
change our appreciation of the Cosmos."2 It would appear that there 
is a corrollary to that statement that would hold: "A change in our 
perception of the Cosmos can transform our appreciation of our language." 
This chapter will focus on three ways of viewing language as it 
l"For, language, in the full is nothing less than an inventory of 
all the ideas, interests, and occupations that take up the attention of 
the community . In this extended sense, the study of language cannot be 
distinguished from the general study of culture." Roger Brown , Words 
and Things, A Free Press Paperback (New York: The Macmillan Press, 1968), 
p. 260. 
2Benjamin Lee Whorf, Language, Thought and Reality, ed . John 
B. Carroll, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: theM. I. T. Press, 1956), p. 263. 
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applies to education . First there is the role and development of the 
language system of the larger society. Second there are the theories 
of how language is learned and used by the members of the society . 
Last there is the development and use of language by the teacher who 
acts as the intermediary between the language of the culture and the 
language of the learner. At best , what can be said of all three is 
that they change . 
Currently the language of the larger society is undergoing vast 
changes in role and simultaneously is under greater scrutiny than in 
any other era in the history of man. Suddenly in the twentieth century 
we seem more conscious of language than we have ever been . Ironically 
as the awareness of the import of language for thought and cognition 
increases there are voices that tell us that, "God and Gutenberg are 
dead!" We are to be members of an electronic era of simultaneity 
which does not allow for the sequential linearity of the spoken and 
written word . This is to be an era of image, icon, totality, and 
unity. Our language system must be brought into step with the find-
ings of twentieth century physics, just as the language of the seven-
teenth century had to be brought into step with the findings of Newton. 
It is beyond the scope of this writer to explore the hypothesis 
that a similar language crisis occurred in the seventeenth century 
with the writings of Descartes and Bacon, but slipped by relativity 
unnoticed. The shift from teaching in Latin to the vernacular in the 
Lutheran , Calvinist, and Anglican schools is usually interpreted in 
terms of the power struggles within the church and in terms of the 
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growth of nation states. Viewed from another perspective, the intra-
duction of the new language may have been symptomatic of a deeper 
shift in the view of the universe resulting from the work of such 
men as Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Gilbert and Boyle. Noam Chomsky 
describes the Port-Royal Grammar and Logic in a different context but 
the need for a shift in language is evident. 
In fact, it is significant that the original works--the Port-Royal 
Grammar and Logic, in particular--were written in French, the point 
being that the formed part of the movement to replace Latin by the 
vernacular. The fact is that Latin was regarded as an artificial 
and distorted language, one positively injurious to the exercise 
of the plain thinking and common-sense discourse by which the 
Cartesians set such store . "l 
It seems altogether possible that this transition from Latin to the 
vernacular may be an example of the necessity of restructuring language 
to express a major change in conception of the physical universe . 
The concepts of potentiality and possibility stemming from 
quantum theory and those of space-time from relativity theory do not 
lend themselves to easy formulations in either daily language or in 
formal logic . Heisenberg describes the dilemma in dealing with two 
complementary statements: "The atom is in the left half" or "the atom 
is in the right half of the box." Normally in good Aristotelian terms 
we would say either one or the other is true but in terms of complemen-
tarity this is not the case. Heisenberg recommends the term "not 
decided" which does not mean unknown but only that both are possibilities 
or potentialities. 2 
lNoam Chomsky, Language and Mind (New York: Harcourt, Brace & 
World, Inc., 1968), p. 13 . 
2Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, p. 184. 
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Part of the problem appears to be that through language we 
stop the action and flow of life by naming objects and try to re-
capture the flow through syntax. Both Watts and Wharf have described 
this phenomenon. 
But because it is the use and nature of words and thoughts to 
be fixed, definite, isolated, it is extremely hard to describe 
the most important characteristics of life--its movement and 
fluidity . . .. The relation between thought and movement is some-
thing like the difference between a real man running and a 
motion-picture film which shows the running as a series of 
"stills."1 
Wharf pushes this conception even further saying that in our 
"stills"is embedded our view of the universe and some languages have 
been able to maintain a closer approximation of the fluidity of nature 
much better than ours . 
For as goes our segmentation of the face of nature, so goes our 
physics of the Cosmos .. . • some languages have means of expression 
--chemical combination, as I called it--in which the separate 
terms are not so separate as in English but flow together in 
plastic synthetic creations. Hence such languages, which do not 
point the separate-object picture of the universe to the same 
degree as English and its sister tongues, point toward possible 
new types of logic and possible new cosmical pictures. 2 
He goes on to say that the Indo-European languages and others are 
structured on a two part system of class words such as nouns and verbs. 
This structure then forms our bases for thinking and logic. 
The Greeks, especially Aristotle, built up this contrast and made 
it a law of reason. Since then, the contrast has been stated in 
logic in many different ways: subject and predicate, actor and 
action, things and relations between things, objects and their 
attributes, quantities and operations. And, pursuant again to 
grammar, the notion becomes ingrained that one of these classes 
lwatts, The Wisdom of Insecurity, p. 184 
2Whorf, Language, Thought and Reality, p. 241. 
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of entities can exist in its own right but that the verb class 
cannot exist without an entity of the other class, the "thing" 
class, as a peg to hang on. "Embodiment is necessary," the 
watchword of this ideology, is seldom STRONGLY questioned. 
Yet the whole trend of modern physics , with its emphasis on 
"the field," is an implicit questioning of the ideology.l 
It would appear that twentieth century physics has turned this con-
ception around and now holds that "things" don't exit but only the 
operations or energy systems exist. We are closer to Dewey's idea 
that concepts are to be defined in terms of operations performed; a 
kind of "a hole is to dig" approach to meaning rather than a fixed 
one-to-one correspondence of referent and symbol . 
There are no sensory or perceived objects fixed in themselves. 
In the course of experience, as far as that is an outcome in-
fluenced by thinking, objects perceived, used and enjoyed take 
up into their own meaning the results of thought; they become 
ever richer and fuller of meanings.2 
The meaning we make of words is often not in keeping with our 
theories about the universe. Using words in terms of old theories puts 
limits on our capacity to think in new ways . In this vein Buckminster 
Fuller chided an audience of M. I . T. faculty, calling them ignorant 
in their use of language. He told them that they still talked about 
"sunsets" five hundred years after Copernicus and Galileo . At first 
this seems innocent enough, but he goes on to describe some conse-
quences that should be taken quite seriously by those concerned with 
Piaget's theory on the development of causal thinking in the child as 
a function of language development. 
1 Ibid . , p. 241. 
2newey, The Quest for Certainty, p. 168. 
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I find that the scientists are experimentally remiss in continuing 
to yield to feelings that do not agree with their theories. They 
have failed, because of ignorance, or laziness, or fear of being 
"different," to bring whatever they have learned of the universe 
into correct conceptual realizations by the child. They haven't 
taken the trouble to test the theory they have acquired, so they 
carelessly continue to misinform the children . They are apparent-
ly ignorant of the fact that the child can most easily learn to 
see things correctly only if he is spoken to intelligently right 
from the beginning . Intelligently means thinking such situations 
through to discover the need for experimental preciseness plus 
the disciplining of self so to do. I think it is unscientific 
of the scientists in the educational processes to let these matters 
ride, and to go on debilitating whole new generations one after 
the other of billions of young who if geared sensorially with 
correct theory might have effective common sense enough to make 
the world work.l 
It is not possible here to delineate answers to Fuller's charge but 
there is some hope in the newer forms of symbolic logic, modern math 
and the WFF'N PROOF type games. The possibilities for language, 
thought, and learning inherent in multi-media presentations, the 
computer, and the laser and other electronic technology resulting 
from the twentieth century physicists have yet to be explored. It 
is in this light, that McLuhan has repeatedly emphasized the need 
for "visual literacy" in an electronic age. He has continually demon-
strated ways that the new media unify the fragmented presentations of 
print. 
At no period in human culture have men understood the psychic 
mechanisms involved in invention and technology. Today it 
is the instant speed of electric information that, for the 
first time, permits easy recognition of the patterns and the 
formal contours of change and development. The entire world, 
past and present, now reveals itself to us like a growing plant 
lR. Buckminster Fuller, Utopia or Oblivion: The Prospects 
for Humanity (New York: Bantam Books, 1969), p . 18. 
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in an enormously accelerated movie. Electric speed is synony-
mous with light and with the understanding of causes. So, with 
the use of electr icity in previously mechanized situations, men 
easily discover causal connections and patterns that were quite 
unobservable at the slower rates of mechanical change ••.• Mechan-
ization depends on the breaking up of processes into homogenized 
b~t unrelated bits. Electricity unifies these fragments once 
more because its speed of operation requires a high degree of 
interdependence among all phases of any operation . It is this 
electric speed-up and interdependence that has ended the assembly 
line in industry . 1 
And perhaps we might add--has ended the assembly line in perception, 
thought, and language. 
Before concluding this intolerably brief review of some of 
the limitations of our current language system to deal with our new 
theories and conceptions of the universe, it might be well to clarify 
a statement made earlier in this thesis. In the introductory section 
it was noted that the topic of this thesis was both out of date and 
more timely now than at its concept ion. The out of date description 
referred to the developments outlined above, namely the inadequacy 
of language to deal with the unity and flux of experience and the on-
set of the concept of "visual literacy" as being closer to meeting 
the demands of simultaneous representation which defies linear language 
and thought. The phrase "more timely" referred to the increased 
awareness of the necessity for studies that may help define the rela-
tionship between language and thought. The next section will deal 
with what is known about this relationship but before leaving the 
future to pursue the present, it might be fitting to close this 
lMcLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 306 . 
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section and begin the next with Wharf's view of the importance of 
linguistics in the development of man . 
Man is distinguished from other animals by language, and by his 
great development of thinking . So far as we can envision his 
future, we must envision it in terms of mental growth. We cannot 
but suppose that the future developments of thinking are of prim-
ary importance to the human species. They may even determine the 
duration of human existence on the planet earth or in the universe. 
The possibilities open to thinking are the possibilities of re-
cognizing relationships and the discovery of techniques operating 
with relationships on the mental or intellectual plane, such as 
will in turn lead to ever wider and more penetratingly significant 
systems of relationships. These possibilities are inescapably 
bound up with systems of linguistic expression . The story of 
their evolution in man is the story of man's linguistic develop-
ment--of the long evolution of thousands of very different systems 
of discerning, selecting, organizing, and operating with relation-
ships.! 
The use of language is both a social and socializing behavior . 
It is social in the sense that communication depends upon the users' 
agreement on the rules of the language system; communication breaking 
down when such agreement is not present . It is socializing in the 
sense that language is an important tool for introducing the child to 
the ways and views of the adult community. George Miller reminds us 
that our symbols are arbitrary but that once a symbol is selected 
we are not free to invent new ones without a new agreement being 
reached. "If everyone agrees to call a horse a horse then we are 
no longer free to call horses by any symbol that occurs to us. Select-
ing new words arbitrarily isolates us from the rest of the language 
community.2 Skinner goes even further saying that, "The verbal 
lWhorf, Language, Thought and Reality, p. 83. 
2George A. Miller, Language and Communication, McGraw-Hill Paper-
backs (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc . , 1951), p. 5 . 
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community, as a collection of listeners, forces speech toward a 
standard level of speed, energy, and repetitiveness . "! 
Vygotsky maintains that " .•• the primary function of speech 
is communication, social intercourse ."2 He holds that understanding 
between two persons is not possible unless there is some mediating 
symbol system. Language provides the basis for highly complex 
communication which is impossible with the simpler systems of gesture. 
Starting with the raw experience of life the individual must make 
some kind of conceptualization which is really a generalization about 
his experience before he can communicate some of this experience to 
another • 
•.• the world of experience must be greatly simplified and general-
ized before it can be translated into symbols. Only in this way 
does communication become possible, for the individual's exper-
ience resides only in his own consciousness and is, strictly 
speaking, not communicable. To become communicable it must be 
included in a certain cate~ory which, by tacit convention, human 
society regards as a unit. 
It probably is not necessary to mention that in highly technical 
cultures language failures become outcasts. Mastery of language becomes 
the membership card into society and those who fail such as the retar-
date, the schizophrenic, the foreign language immigrant, or the poor, 
face a sharply circumscribed existence in a society demanding a high 
lB. F. Skinner , Verbal Behavior (New York: Appleton-Century 
Crafts, Inc., 1957), p . 26. 
2L. S. Vygotsky , Thought and Language (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
TheM. I . T. Press, 1962), p . 6. 
3Ibid., p. 6. 
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level of language proficiency. If definitions of intelligence can be 
taken as a rough outline of the demands of a society in regard to the 
acceptable level of functioning for its members, then we see a trend 
toward increasingly complex symbolic behavior as essential for s urvival. 
Hunt makes this point in tracing some of the more recent models of 
intelligence; 
A conception of intelligence as problem-solving capacity based 
on a hierarchical organization of symbolic representation and 
information-processing strategies deriving to a considerable 
degree from past experience, has been emerging f rom several 
sources. These sources include observations of human behavior 
in solving problems , the programming of electronic computers, 
and neuropsychology . ! 
Writers such as Cohn have noted that most knowledge is set in standard 
Engl ish and thus requires a knowledge of this form to gain access to 
the store of information. He further notes that students of Hawaiin 
En glish have found " .. . radical simplifications in language structure 
which make it well nigh impossible to formulate intellectual general-
izations in lower class speech. " 2 
What has been discussed thus far deals with the social aspects 
of language and communication . Roger Brown has made major contributions 
to research on the ways in which children are socialized through 
language and holds that speech is the key factor in this process • 
.•• the speech skills have a tremendous potential for assisting 
the formation of non-linguistic categories . The total list of 
such categories that a child must learn is a cognitive inventory 
1J. MeV . Hunt, Intelligence and Experience (New York: The 
Ronald Press, 1961), p . 109. 
2werner Cohn, "On the Language of Lower Class Children," School 
Review, LXVII (Winter , 1959), 436. 
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of his culture . Speech, therefore, is the principal instrument 
of cognitive socialization.l 
Vygotsky is in complete agreement with Brown holding that 
language is the key to thought and socializaiton: 
Thought development is determined by language, i.e., by the lin-
guistic tools of thought and by the sociocultural experience of 
the child . Essentially, the development of inner speech depends 
on outside factors; the development of logic in the child, as 
Piaget's studies have shown, is a direct function of his social-
ized speech. The child's intellectual growth is contingent on 
his mastering the social means of thought, that is, language.2 
The consequences of these ideas are of the greatest import for teachers 
and the teachers of teachers. If language is the major vehicle of 
thought and socialization, if abstraction and hierarchical symbolizing 
are the major features of intelligent behavior; then the major function 
of the schools must be to help the child achieve mastery of his language 
in a much more conscious way. I t makes little or no sense to have the 
child sitting in class for four or five hours a day with little or no 
opportunity to speak. Recent studies have indicated that the teacher 
still dominates the classroom as the talker. Kliebard found, "For the 
15 classes sampled , the present analysis indicates that in terms of 
lines spoken the 15 teachers speak about three times as much as 345 
students . "3 This figure is staggering. It means if each student spoke 
two or three words the teacher's response would be two or three thousand 
words. One wonders who is really learning to talk! 
lnrown, Words and Things, p . 195 . 
2vygotsky, Thought and Language, p. 51. 
3Herbert M. Kliebard, "Dimensions of Meaning in Classroom Dis-
course," The Journal of Teacher Education , XVLL ISummer, 1960), 242 . 
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It is evident from the ~evious quotes that language is crucial 
to the process of socialization . Before discussing some of the relevant 
theories of how language is learned it might be helpful to review 
several model definitions of language . Psychologists and linguists 
who study language vary greatly on the scope or limits of their research 
definitions of l anguage. For example Chomsky, as a linguist, defines 
language in terms of structure as " • . . a set (finite of infinite) of 
sentences, each finite in length and constructed out of a finite set 
of elements . " 1 Like all l inguists he divides language into three levels 
for study: phonemes , morphemes, and phrase structure. Within these 
divisions Chomsky's work has focused on phrase structure or the syntactic 
level . He holds that within each level the moment an element is select-
ed constraints are placed on the possibilities for the next selections. 
For example, once the letter "q" is selected there are definite limits 
placed upon the next letter selected if the speaker of English is to 
produce a word recognizable to another speaker of English . Similar 
constraints occur at the morphemic and syntactic levels . Although 
speakers of a language conform to these probabilities, at a completely 
unconscious level, they are capable of producing an infinite variety 
of utterances all possible within their language system. Chomsky 
marvels at this ability and abandons the hope that a linguistic 
structure can be built on pure probability sequences . 
lNoam Chomsky , Syntactic Structures (The Hague, Netherlands: 
Mouton and Co., 1962), p. 11 . 
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English is not a finite state language . 
Hence it seems quite clear that no theory of linguistic structures 
based exclusively on Markov process models and the like will be 
able to explain or account for the ability of a speaker of English 
to produce and understand new utterances, while he rejects other 
new sequences as not belonging to the language.l 
This latter notion has led Chomsky in his more recent work to 
suggest that there may be an innate mental structure underlying all 
languages. It is fascinating to see how he opposes the arguments of 
Locke against those of Descartes maintaining that the latter " ... took 
for granted that the system of innate ideas and principles would not 
function unless appropriate stimulation took place."2 This notion 
of appropriate stimulation is quite similar to Piaget ' s notion that 
the environment plays a major role in stimulating the development of 
operations. Chomsky goes on to outline the work needed to be done in 
this area . First it is the task of linguistic-psychologists " •.• to 
discover the innate schema that characterizes the class of potential 
languages--that defines the 'essence' of human language."3 Next the 
psychologists must conduct a " •.• detailed study of the actual character 
of the stimulation and the organism --environment interaction that 
sets the innate cognitive mechanisms into operation . "4 The third task--
••• is that of determining just what it means for a hypothesis 
about the generative grammar of a language to be "consistent" 
lrbid., p . 23 
2Chomsky, Language and Mind, p . 70. 
3rbid ., p. 76. 
4rbid . , p . 76. 
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with the data of sense . Notice that it is a great oversimplifica-
tion to suppose that a child must discover a generative grammar 
that accounts for all the linguistic data that has been presented 
to him and that 11projects11 such data to an infinite range of po-
tential sound-meaning relations.! 
There are several possible reactions to this approach . The 
first might be, 11Try it. If it turns out to be productive, then badly 
needed insights will be gained . .. A second reaction might be, 11Take 
caret If you start out looking for innate structures, you may find 
them whether they are t here or not l 11 
It is interesting here to contrast the concepts of methodology 
and content or the duality of process and product. For example, Piaget's 
work has provided a process model for studying the thought of the child. 
The danger of grabbing on to the initial findings from such a model 
as new entities is appealing but in the long run counter-productive . 
Ironically, Chomsky in acknowledging a superficial resemblance between 
the work of Piaget on genetic epistemology and his own modest proposal 
for studying innate structures, has the following to say about the 
conservation experiments: 
If the preliminary results ..• are correct, then it would follow 
that the 11final stage, 11 in which conservation is properly under-
stood, was already realized at a very early period of development . 
Later, the child develops a heuristic technique that is largely 
adequate but that fails under the conditions of the conservation 
experiment . If this analysis is correct, then what we are ob-
serving is not a succession of stages of intellectual development, 
in Piaget's sense, but rather slow progress in bringing heuristic 
techniques into line with genera l concepts that have always been 
present . 2 
lrbid., P· 77 . 
2 Ibid . , p . 7 3 
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It would be easy to be facetious and note that a man with innate 
structures bu ilt in his glasses will see innate structures; while a 
man with genetically determined levels in his glasses will see genetic-
ally determined levels . In fairness to Chomsky, he does accept the 
possibility that either concept could be correct but he is committed 
to theorizing some kind of innate development to account for the 
diversity of language behavior observed in man. He also recognizes 
another fallacy inherent in this approach when he states, "If the 
'existing languages' are not a fair sample of the 'possible languages,' 
we may be let mistakenly to propose too narrow a schema for universal 
grammar . "1 The notion of innate structure applied to perception might 
hypothesize a structure of triangularity for perceiving triangles. 
If the child is raised in a laser environment, does this mean he really 
had an innate sense of "multi-planedness" but it had never been stim-
ulated. It would appear t hat the answers to these hypothetical ques-
tions regarding innate structures fall to the anatomical investigations 
of the nervous system and are a long way from being answered. 
Skinner represents the SR or behaviorist school in his concep-
tion of language or as he prefers "verbal behavior." His definition of 
verbal behavior is c onsiderably broader than Chomsky's . "In defining 
verbal behavior as behavior reinforced through the mediation of other 
persons we do not , cannot, specify any one form, mode, or medium. Any 
movement capable of effecting another organism may be verbal."2 
libid., p. 74 
2Skinner, Verbal Behavior, p. 14 
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However, he goes on to state that languages such as sign language or 
gesture have too limited a vocabulary and practically no syntax, making 
them relatively unfruitful for research. Skinner does make a definite 
contribution beyond the application of operant conditioning to the 
study of language with his concept of speech episode , joining the 
speaker and listener into a single verbal unit . 
The skillful speaker learns to tease out weak behavior and to 
manipulate variables which will generate and strengthen new responses 
in his repertoire . Such behavior is commonly observed in the ver-
bal practices of literature as well as in science and logic . An 
analysis of these activities , together with their effects upon the 
listener, leads us in the end to the role of verbal behavior in 
the problem of knowledge.l 
Chomsky dismisses the concepts of reinforcement on the basis 
that Hullian theory has not held up, however he notes that it still 
has value for " .• . a particular situation--what is at issue is the 
Skinnerian 'extrapolation ' to a wide class of cases . "2 
The Skinnerian approach is implicit in such recent trends as 
the Bereiter approach to teaching language to the culturally disadvan-
taged . However, it seems that Chomsky's criticism is correct . Language 
is too complicated to be learned by simple one-to-one SR drills . For 
example, Chomsky notes that the child can respond to utterances that 
he has never heard before . This behavior would be too complex to be 
explained by such statements as; "The parent sets up a repertoire of 
responses in the child by reinforcing many instances of response . Ob-
viously a response must appear at least once before it is strengthened 
lrbid . , p. 11. 
2chomsky, Language and Mind , p . 87. 
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by reinforcement."! 
Miller also testifies to the complexity of language and 
maintains that variety is the source of its value. 
A language is of little value if its elements cannot be 
arranged and rearranged in a variety of sequences . We must know, 
for example, how a child learns the word 'bear' and the word 'eats,' 
but we must also study how the child learns to distinguish 'the 
bear eats' from 'eats the bear ' from ' bear the eats'. To step on 
a man's toe and then to apologize is not the same as to apologize 
first and then step on his toe. The order of events is often 
more significant than the events themselves. 
As soon as we begin to consider all the possible patterns of 
speech elements, we discover that the vast majority of these 
patterns is never used . Some patterns sound too much alike, some 
patterns are too hard to pronounce, and some are prohibited by 
grammar or by common sense . Our choice of symbol sequences for 
the purposes of communication is restricted by rules . The job 
is to discover what the rules are and what advantages or disad-
vantages they create . 2 
He goes on to say that many possible patterns are never used but 
those that are used are governed by specific rules . 
Cherry agrees with Miller that language cannot be separated 
from the rest of man's behavior, and that language is far too complex 
to be approached simplistically. Flexibility in models and concepts 
may be the best starting point . 
If we accept that the the concept "language" serves useful purposes 
(and if it does not , a good many people are wasting a great deal 
of time!), then descriptions or definitions of some kind are re-
quired; but the linguist, the phonetician, the psychologist, the 
telecommunication engineer , and all those concerned may not be 
thinking of exactly the same thing when they use the word "language" 
in discussion . The concept is a many-sided one and many descrip-
tions are not independent . Speech as a means of communication, 
cannot be strictly divorced from the rest of Man ' s communicative 
lskinner, Verbal Behavior, p. 29 . 
2Miller, Language and Communication, p. 6 . 
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activity . The operations of the speech organs and of the ear 
fo~ an integral part of the functioning of the whole body and 
the brain . When we hear a man speak, we usually see him too, his 
facial expressions and gestures; we communicat e in a complex physical 
environment, against a particular social and cultural background. 
But, the study and understanding of the whole communication process 
is, as yet, an unattainable ideal. The division of the field into 
"subjects," and the concentrat ed study of these separate and almost 
independent interests, must come before the ~rocess of synthesis 
into an intelligible whole can be attempted. 
So again we return to the three level approach to language as 
Brown describes i t, "Linguistics aims at providing concepts that will 
serve to describe all language and which can be used to contrast lang-
uages in regard to sound system (phonology), rules for word formation 
(morphology), and rules for word combination (syntax) ."2 
Of particular interest to the teacher are the morphemic and 
syntactic levels of language . Most children come to school knowing 
the basic rules for morphemes and syntax . 3 It is also in the morpheme 
and syntax that we find reference or meaning. Recent studies have leaned 
heavily toward the study of syntax . This is undoubtedly because syntax 
lends itself more analytically for study . Models such as Chomsky ' s 
transformational grammar are more readily formulated symbolically and 
hence are more available for research application. It is the concept 
of syntax , that Miller referred to when he noted that order is more 
important than the events . This is a view that was also held by Whorf; 
lcolin Cherry , On Human Communication (New York: Science 
Editions , Inc., 1961), p . 80 . 
2Brown, Words and Things, p . 22 . 
3Barbara Sundene Wood, "Implications of Psycholinguistics for 
Elementary Speech Programs," The Speech Teacher, XVII (September, 1968), 
184. 
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Because of the systematic, configurative nature of higher mind, 
the "patterrunent" aspects of language always overrides and controls 
"lexation" . .. or name-giving aspect. Hence the meanings of specific 
words are less important than we fondly fancy . Sentences, not words, 
are the essences of speech, just as equations and functions , and 
not bare numbers, are the real meat of mathematics. We are all 
mistaken in our common belief that any word has an "exact meaning ." 
... The part of meaning which is in words, and which we may call 
"reference," is only relatively fixed . Reference of words is at 
the ruercy of sentences and grammatical patterns in which they occur.l 
Chase has also made a strong case for deriving word meaning 
by studying the contexts in which the word appears. As an example 
of the degree to which word meaning is determined by the context he 
cites the following: 
Here are four statements employing the word "fat"; 
1. She is a fat girl. 
2 . You have a fat chance of winning that race . 
3 . The fat is in the fire . 
4 . Below the skin of all mammals is a layer of fat. 
Comment is unnecessary as to the elastic nature of "fat" or many 
words.2 
It would appear that a person who has mastered a language must 
not only perceive the possible alternative meanings of words but also 
comprehend the effects of alternative contexts in which the word may 
appear . Perhaps Bruner's description of such a person suggests some 
of the language flexibility essential for language mastery, "I would 
like to suggest to you that a man of intellectual discipline is one who 
is master of the various functions of speech, one who has a sense of how 
to vary them, how to say what he wishes to say to himself and to others."3 
lWhorf, Language, Thought and Reality, p. 259. 
2stuart Chase, The Tyranny of Words, A Harvest Book (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1938), p. 106. 
3courtney B. Cazden , "Social Class Differences and Child Languase: 
The Status of Our Knowledge and Suggestions for Further Research" (unpub-
lished Special Paper , Harvard University , 1963), p.88 . 
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On their way to such flexible mastery, children learn language 
so easily and quickly , that it is not surprising that researchers 
should begin to hypothesize some innate ability or structure for 
language acquisition. Attempts to teach other animals to speak have 
consistently failed, forcing the conclusion that speech and verbal 
language are uniquely human functions.l Although humans may be the 
only "languaging" animals around they are not capable of learning 
language in isolation, pointing again to the fact that language is a 
social phenomenon. 
Without getting into the controversy of whether a child learns 
his language according to an SR model or as a result of meeting basic 
needs; there would probably be general agreement with the Lewis state-
ment; 
The growth of language is gradual, the transition from expressive 
cry to human speech being mainly the work of the society in which 
the child lives. This society is a community of speakers , crea-
tures whose most characteristic behaviour is vocal language. What 
happens to the infant who breaks with a cry into the midst of this 
community? The chief thing that happens to him is that his cry 
is answered: this is the beginning of his language and the incen-
tive of all its further growth . 2 
The research is too numerous to even begin to list all of the 
studies which have reached similar conclusions about the sequence of 
language development and the factors which influence that sequence. 
The studies or research cited here will be used to demonstrate some 
disagreement or a new approach being tried. 
lBrown, Words and Things, p. 181 . 
2M. M. Lewis, Language in School (London: University of London 
Press, Ltd., 1942), p. 19. 
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There is almost unanimous agreement that the quality and 
quantity of children's language is highly dependent on the people who 
talk to him. McCarthy cites studies as early as 1874 where Degerando 
reported that, "the child of the rich understands more words and less 
actions, and the child of the poor less words and more actions." and 
one by Lombroso " .. . in which 50 children of well-to-do and educated 
families were found to have much larger vocabularies than 100 children 
from poor families ."! More recently Hurst and Jones noted that many 
investigators agree that" ... the rate and breadth of speech and language 
acquisitions are proportional to the scope of the child's verbal inter-
actions with those charged with his care." and further that " .•. Middle 
class children learn language by feed-back--by being heard, corrected , 
and modified and by gaining operant control over their social environ-
ment through using words they have heard."2 
This last statement is a simple version of what has been de-
scribed by Brown as the Original Word Game: 
The Original Word Game is the operation of linguistic refer-
ence in first language learning . At least two people are required: 
one who knows the language (the tutor) and one who is learning (the 
player) . In outline form the movements of ~e game are very simple. 
The tutor names things in accordance with the semantic custom of 
his community . The player forms hypotheses about the categorial 
nature of the things named . He tests his hypotheses by trying to 
lnorothea McCarthy, "Language Development in Children," in 
Manual of Child Psychology, ed. by Leonard Carmichael (New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1954), p. 586 . 
2Charles G. Hurst and Wallace L. Jones, "Generating Spontaneous 
Speech in the Underprivileged Child ," The Journal of Negro Education, 
XXXVI (Fall, 1967), 363. 
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name new things correctly. The tutor compares the player's 
utterances with his own anticipations of such utterances and, in 
this way, checks the accuracy of fit between his own categories 
and those of the player . He improves the fit by correction. In 
concr ete terms the tutor says "dog" whenever a dog appears . The 
player notes the phonemic equivalence of these utterances, forms 
a hypothesis about the non-linguistic category that elicits this 
kind of utterance and then tries naming a few dogs himself . l 
Any trip to the zoo provides the student of how language is learned 
with marvelous opportunities to observe this game in action. Most 
of us have observed some tired and frustrated parent saying, "No that's 
a monkey ." or "No that's a lion ." One of the most incredible examples 
of this game observed by this researcher took place in a restaurant 
in Harvard Square where a young couple, both graduate students, entered 
the restaurant with their six year old son . When the wife suggested 
that they find a table away from the draft of the door, the child 
asked, "What is a draft?" The mother launched into a detailed de-
~ription of the relation of breezes from windows and doors and catch-
ing colds, ending with the following; "But it's not the same as a 
draft for president, a draft card, or daddy's draft of a paper or 
draught beer and draught beer is spelled in a different way . " It's 
dubious whether or not the child understood any or all of this but 
what one cannot fail to notice is the implicit training in a way to 
view language . Certainly the concep t of the meaning of a word is far 
different for this child than if the mother had answered, "Oh it means 
a breeze . " or had given no reason for selecting another table in the 
first place. 
lBrown, Words and Things, p . 194. 
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Brown maintains that the child interiorizes a system for 
generating and responding to new utterances and that again pure SR 
theory could never account for the child's early ability to produce 
and respond to the variety and complexity of language . The assumption 
of an interiorized system has led Brown and his colleagues to devise 
some ingenious methods for testing the degree to which children can 
apply the rules for semantic and syntactic construction to nonsense 
words . The results of these studies have led to the conclusion by 
researchers such as McNeill that the child develops the basis for 
adult grammar between the ages of 18 and 42 months . l To put this in 
a theoretical framework, it might be compared to Dewey's concept of 
collateral learning . That is the child not only forms hypotheses 
about the non-linguistic attributes of the linguistic category "dogs" 
but also notes that each time the parent makes the plural of a word 
ending in "g" it is followed by a "z" sound . Thus when shown a pic-
ture of a nonsense creature and told that it is a ''wug", he can respond 
that if there were two of them, there would be two "wugz" . 2 It is 
beyond the competence of this writer t o analyze the degree to which 
SR theory plays a role in this process, but it seems quite possible 
that the SR theoretical model is quite applicable but that the com-
plexity of both stimulus and response is far greater than usually 
lwood , "Implications of Psycholinguistics," 184 . 
2Jean Berko, "The Child's Learning of English Morphology," in 
Psycholinguistics: A Book of Readings, ed. by Sol Saporta (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), p , 359-375 . 
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assumed or described . The stimulus, in this case the parent's language, 
is composed of phonemic, morphemic, and syntactic elements. When the 
child listens to his parents he may make generalizations about all 
three levels . He responds by producing a word in which he applies 
the gene ralizations of all three levels and is rewarded for the correct-
ness of his generalizations by being understood or is corrected for 
his inaccuracies. 
At the risk of over-generalizing, it could be stated that the 
trend in recent studies of language development in children have been 
in terms of synt actic or grammatic elements. 1 For example Braine 
maintains that the child begins with two word classes which he calls 
"open" and " pivot." The pivot class is slow to include new words 
and is used more frequentl y while the open class admits new vocabulary 
readily. They correspond to the functors and content words of adult 
speech. The child can then construct simple sentences using either 
a pivot-open or an open-open construction. An example of the pivot-open 
construction is "That tinkertoy" and of an open-open construction is 
"Barbara tinkertoy."2 
The child applies simple rules to these constructions producing 
at first separate noun phrase or verb phrase constructions which are 
later joined to form an acceptable grammatic sentence . In s ummarizing 
this theory Wood cites Brown and Bellugi that the development of 
the grammatical sentence requires " •• • very intricate simultaneous 
differentiation and integration .•• more reminiscent of the biological 
lwood, "Implications of Psycholinguistics," 183-192 . 
2rbid. , p . 185 . 
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development of an embryo than it is of the acquisition of a conditioned 
reflex . "! Wood concludes that, "The emphasis has shifted, in studying 
the language acquisition process from vocabulary and sound development to 
graunnar development;" and " ..• The emphasis in grammar is upon syntactic 
development as the key to language growth; •.• "2 
Those researchers involved with the development of syntax are high-
ly critical of the SR approach and again at the risk of generalization 
they are more process than product oriented. Typical of this criticism 
is Levitt's analysis of Bereiter's use of SR drill in teaching language 
to disadvantaged pre-school children . 3 She contrasts SR theory as pro-
duct oriented while the approach of Piaget and information theorists ls 
process oriented. SR puts the emphasis on product, seeing the learners 
as essentially passive and motivated by external rewards . In contrast 
she holds that Piaget and information theory assumes that the learner is 
active in mastering strategies and operations for interacting with the 
environment, reward being intrinsic to the successful completion of a 
task. SR is viewed as associational while Piaget and information theory 
is mediational. 
Consistent with the notions of flexibility and complementarity 
introduced earlier in this paper, language learning is not SR or Piaget 
but both, and neither . If we retain a pure SR theory of language 
development, then we are back to Locke ' s tabula rasa and a one-to-one 
correspondence in a Newtonian universe . On the other hand some of 
libid . , p. 186. 
2Ibid . , p. 192. 
3Edith Levitt, "Views of Cognition in Children: ' Process' vs 'Pro-
duct' Approach." Young Children, XXII (March, 1968), 226-230 . 
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Piaget's concepts of genetic epistemology may lead to an even earlier 
conception of man with innate ideas or processes. Neither of these 
seem acceptable in a universe conceived in terms of probability, rela-
tivity, and complementarity . When we view language as both associational 
and mediational, we get a richer theory of not only how language develops 
but also how language is used. If, for example, we take the two main 
classes of words namely content words and functors, which roughly 
correspond to nouns and verbs respectively, we might view content 
words in terms of associations and functors in terms of operations. 
Content words resulting from a broader conception of association allows 
for all kinds of experience to enter in and shape the possible meanings 
of a word. Word meanings come to have variable personal as well as 
specific social meanings all derived from associations formed while 
they were being learned . As a result of collateral learning the child 
lean1s not only the meaning which he is rewarded for, i . e . , the social 
meaning but also retains his non-rewarded personal meaning. To dis-
miss this latter learning, is to preclude the possibility of ever 
explaining how poems are written or what constitutes intuitive thought . 
Similarly if functors are viewed in terms of possible operations to 
be performed on content words then meaning becomes explicit depending 
on the kind of operation that is selected. Before this approach can 
be fruitful, researchers of concept formation and investigators of 
syntactic development must get together to form what may be a heuristic 
theoretical relationship . 
One move in the direction of including both semantic and syn-
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tactic elements in language development is the division of language 
into three components, called surface structure, deep structure, and 
transformations. Haas and Wepman hold that surface structure corres-
ponds to grammatical structure forming the link between phonology and 
syntax with meaning . Deep structure is a more personal structure 
that links syntactic and semantic elements . Transformations relate 
surface structure to deep structure. They go on to state that each 
level has its own psychological correlates. For example surface 
structure is related to perceptual motor development and shows the 
same branching form of development, " •. . surface structure is note-
worthy for its hierarchical structure, which conserves the amount of 
storage needed while maintaining foresight in the behavior pattern 
and flexibility of its execution ."! Deep structure is realted to 
cognition and the content of the sentence . Transformation is more 
difficult to relate to specific psychological correlates but the 
authors suggest the following: 
If transformations (at least those classically called optional) 
package the propositional content of deep structure in a way 
suitable to the communicational context, interesting results 
would follow. Use of transformations then would be related to 
a person's sensitivity to the interpersonal functioning of syntax--
to indicating how sentences are to be taken, to giving emphasis 
and conveying evaluation, to selecting the amount and type of 
redundancy-reduction, and so on . 2 
1wilbur A. Haas and Joseph M. Wepman, "Surface Structure, Deep 
Structure, and Transformations: A Model for Syntactic Development," 
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, XXXIV (November, 1969), 306 . 
2rbid., p. 306. 
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Among the conclusions they draw from this model is that the pure drill 
methods used in the language teaching of children with delayed develop-
ment may serve to increase ability at the phonological level but may 
miss the deep structural level completely. "Current programs to help 
the 'culturally disadvantaged' have emphasized such drill, for instance, 
despite the evidence that slum children may have difficulties more 
critically related to deep structure and transformations."! In other 
words, these programs by concentrating on the form of speech may be 
adding nothing to the development of cognition and communication. If 
this is the case it would explain why the child would perform well on 
tests demanding only performance at the surface structure level but 
begin to fade when higher levels are called for . This process has 
often been referred to the "washing out" of the effects of Headstart 
type programs. 
t-lany writers have noted the difficulty if not the impossibility 
of separating thought and language. In 1942 Lewis wrote: 
Language is a product of society . No feature of a man's mind 
and behavior is so highly social ized as his language--unless per-
haps it is his thought. We are accustomed, perhaps, to think of 
a man's speech as something highly personal, and of his unspoken 
thoughts as impregnably private. But . .• , both the form and the 
working of a man's thought are fashioned by the society in which 
he lives. The chief agent in this process is language, and this 
too, at every stage of its growth, is shaped and determined by the 
community.2 
Brown maintains that referent categories or names for things may not 
!Ibid., p. 309. 
2Lewis, Language in School, p. 19 . 
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be coded in the same way by all groups or persons, but that the cod-
ability of categories can serve as an index of cognitive ability. Here 
he is referring to the fac t that reality is continuous but different 
language systems of individual patterns within a system select attri-
butes of that reality to form categories. These categories are then 
employed to perceive, analyze, and theorize about the larger reality. 
If a category is formed it is more available for use than if there is 
no category. As an example of the negative use of an available category, 
he cites the research of Kramer and Lindzey and Rogolsky which showed 
that anti-semitic persons not only identified Jewish races more accurately 
than persons without this prejudice category, but also identified more 
faces as being Jewish . Brown concludes that when a category is avail-
able it may be used more accurately and further when the category is 
considered important then even " . •• doubtful cases are placed in the 
category ."! In a more positive way, one can look at the nwnber of words 
Eskimos have for different kinds of snow while English speaking persons 
have only one word for snow. In actual experience people may recognize 
at least two categories of snow, as children classify snow as good or 
poor for making snowballs and adults perceive snow as light or heavy 
to shovel but there are no single word classifications for such differ-
entiation . There has been some hypothesizing by men such as Whorf 
and Werner that the thought patterns of different cultures and of 
children may reflect different forms for viewing the universe and a 
different logic for organizing experience . They believe that these 
patterns and the language used to express them do not represent a base 
lBrown, Words and Things , p. 227. 
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level from which other patterns evolve nor do they categorize them as 
lower forms. In a way that sounds like Bohr's complementarity, Werner 
describes the possibilities for organizing experiencing in primitive 
thought which are non-Aristotelian: 
The primitive man therefore holds that it is quite thinkable 
that one being, a, should also be another, b . And it cannot 
be said that herein lies a weakness and a lack of logic . It 
must be acknowledged that this kind of interpretation is rooted 
in an altogether different mental pattern, a differently consti-
tuted faculty of conception, from that exhibited by the scientifi-
cally thinking man . These primitive conceptions, however strange 
they may appear to our mind, may nevertheless be quite consistent 
with the variant mental pattern and representative of natural con-
sequences within it . The thinking of primitive mental levels can-
not be conceived simply as lower in any graduated scale, and the 
level of thought of the intellectual man of western civilization 
as higher. There is a qualitative difference between the two . 
The abstract modes of thought of civilized man--in its highest 
form, scientific thinking--are by no means a product arrived at 
by unbroken transition from the thinking of primitive levels.l 
!his approach of viewing the thought patterns of the primitive and 
children as qualitatively different from the abstract hierarchical 
patterns of civilized language has led to the hypothesis that the 
former groups actually perceive reality in a different way. The 
answer to this hypothesis remains unproven but it seems appropriate 
to assume that the availability of a category is related to the fre-
quency of its use and in turn is an index that some attributes of 
reality are of greater concern than others. This is part of the 
Whorfian position: 
Actually, thinking is most mysterious, and by far the greatest 
light upon it that we have is thrown by the study of language . 
!Heinz Werner, Comparative Psychology of Mental Development 
(New York: Science Editions, Inc., 1961), p . 17 . 
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This study shows that the forms of a person ' s thoughts are con-
trolled by inexorable laws of pattern of which he is unconscious .•. 
And every language is a vast pattern-system, different from others, 
in which are culturally ordained the forms and categories by which 
the personality not only communicates, but also analyzes nature, 
notices or neglects types of relationships and phenomena, channels 
his reasoning , and builds the house of hls consciousness . l 
Brown maintains that the availability of a category is not only an 
index of superior cognitive ability but also the possession of a cate-
gory may have some behavioral correlates. He suggests that a man who 
recognizes cirrus clouds by that name , may build up certain expectancies 
about this type of cloud and will behave accordingly, while a man who 
categorizes Lhem as "wispy, horse-tail" clouds does not have specific 
behavior patterns to this type of cloud vs clouds in general. For him 
all clouds may mean rain and he behaves accordingly . 
Brown also notes that both primitive people and children use 
fewer superordinate concepts and thus fewer abstractions in their 
language. He holds that " . . . the generic term is missing where every 
member of a society is so directly concerned with a region of experience 
that no one can afford to speak in a clumsy and undifferentiated fashion 
of the region as a whole."2 This notion of group involvement in com-
munal life is quite close to Bernstein's description of the restricted 
language pattern of working class people in England, which emphasizes 
group solidarity over individuality . In contrast Brown holds that 
a highly differentiated society will produce more generic and specific 
terms so that the view of the insider and outsider can be expressed. 
lWhorf, Language, Thought, and Reality, p. 252. 
2Brown, \-lords, and Things, p . 256 . 
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Brown concludes that in any society there are likely to be a variety 
of categories available for classifying experience. The person who is 
flexible enough to recategorize depending on the situation will undoubt-
edly produce more appropriate behavior . 
In describing the process of perceiving blurred slide projec-
tions of common objects, Bruner notes that when the person is given no 
clues he selects one possibility and tries to impose it on the slide 
projection. Even after the slide is slowly brought into focus the 
person still filters the information from the screen through the picture 
he has in his mind. Hints such as "you ' re getting closer" do not seem 
to help, but giving the viewer several alternatives seems to unlock the 
rigidity of perception: 
... giving the person alternatives to work with is a big help, 
even if the set of alternatives does not include the right one. 
For example, had I been tol d , "This picture might be a famous 
painting, or a common household object , or a crowd of people," 
I would have recognized the hydrant more quickly . Apparently, 
when one has several possibilities to think about, one is less 
likely to get stuck in a wrong hypothesis. Keeping several 
alternatives in mind, however , seems to require some effort, 
and Bruner's volunteers complained that the procedure is fat-
iguing. Bruner speculates that this extra effort may be the 
price required to avoid an incorrect conclusion based on poor 
information.l 
Up to this point the discussion has focussed on the relation-
ship between concept formation, categorization and naming in relation 
to thought . There are similar relationships between the formation of 
our sentences and the organization of our perceived relations. Wharf 
held that in many ways sentences are more important than the words: 
lAndrew T. Weil, "Harvard's Bruner and His Yeasty Ideas," 
Harper's Magazine, December . 1964, p. 86 
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"Each language performs this artificial chopping up of the continuous 
spread and flow of existence in a different way. Words and speech are 
not the same thing • • • . the patterns of sentence structure that guide 
words are more important than the words."l 
Bernstein agrees with Whorf, noting that language, particularly 
the way words and sentences are related, structures our interaction 
with and response to our surroundings. "The speech marks out a pattern 
of stimuli to which the child adapts, and in learning this pattern 
his perception is organized, structured, and reinforced."2 In this 
way the child gradually "shifts from the word as referent (a matter 
of vocabulary) to relationships within and between referents . "3 
Bernstein has identified two codes for structuring sentences which 
he has labeled the elaborated and restricted codes . The elaborated 
code implies a more theoretical attitude toward the possibilities of 
structuring sentences . It allows the user to individualize syntax 
and make meaning more explicit, resulting in a less predictable form 
of patterning as well as content . In contrast the restricted code 
limits the structural possibilities of sentence patterns with a rigid 
syntax where elaboration of meaning is sharply reduced and the result-
ing content and structure become highly predictable . This would parallel 
lWhorf, Language, Thought and Reality, p. 253. 
2Basil Bernstein, "Social Class and Linguistic Development: A 
Theory of Social Learning," in Education, Economy and Society, ed . by 
H. H. Halsey, Jean Floud, and C. Arnold Anderson (Glencoe, Illinois: 
Free Press, 1961), p. 294. 
3rbid., p. 295. 
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Brown's description of availability of categories as it applies to syntax. 
If the person is forced to organize his experience through simple 
structures that do not allow for qualification and cross categorization 
then he will be limited in his ability to perceive and use information. 
Syntax like categories serve as an aid to storing and retriev-
ing information in memory. For example, consider the sentence: 
In college Mary majored in foreign languages and political science; 
enabling her , upon graduation, to enter the field of foreign jour-
nalism and later in her career to perform the duties of a diplomat 
at the U. N. 
The information in this sentence could also be expressed in the following 
way. 
Mary went to college. She studied foreign languages and political 
science . She graduated from college. First she became a foreign 
journalist . Later she became a diplomat at the U. N. 
In the first sentence structure, Mary and the time dimension recede 
into the background and the relationship between the processes of her 
study and consequent occupation are moved into the foreground. In the 
second structure Mary remains the focus and time becomes the organiz-
ing principle of the passage . The relationship between her activities 
are not shown but are dropped as entities along a time line. When it 
comes to recalling this passage the person who has organized it on 
the time dimension must call up five separate entities; college, 
foreign languages, graduation, foreign journalism and diplomat . The per-
son w~· organizes it relationally must only recall foreign language and 
political science, since the rest of the sentence can be generated 
from the relationships between these two concepts . 
In concluding, thls s e ction it may be said that language and 
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thought are closely related to the perception, storage and retrieval 
of information . Further there is no one fixed way of perceiving and 
establishing relationships between perception, but the manner of doing 
both has definite consequences for thought and behavior. One must con-
stantly look to the situation and determine what is required and if 
possible it is best to have both alternative categories and alternative 
structures for organizing categories . If either the categories or the 
relating structures are limited to that degree alternative behaviors 
may be limited . A person may think he is behaving in an objective 
manner according to the dictum, "I '11 believe it when I see it." but in 
fact he is responding subjectively to "I' 11 see it when I believe it. " 
Cazden in a review of the literature on social class differences 
and child language stated; "language is the most important tool, but 
evidently it is not given equally to all children in our society . If 
a tool is different, then the function it can serve will be different 
too."l McAffee also notes that the most apparent difference between 
advantaged and disadvantaged children is the former's superior ability 
in fluency and precision in their use of language . These differences 
have been found at very early ages and place consequent limits on 
the child's capacity for abstraction and conceptual learning . Ruddell 
and Grave in summarizing the work of Loban conclude, " . •. that children 
who could read and write well by the end of the third grade were those 
who ranked high in oral language in kindergarten and in the first three 
l cazden, "Social Calss Differences , " p . 2 . 
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years of school . "l 
A specific study of the differences in categorization behavior 
of lower and middle class Negro pre-school children was made by Siegel, 
Anderson and Shapiro . To test some of the conclusions of Werner and 
Kaplan, they tried to determine whether or not there would be any 
differences between the two groups in the form of categorizing be-
havior in situations with actual objects and black and white color 
photographs of the same objects. They used Lhree classifications 
for the children's categorizations. Categorizations based on criteria! 
attributes such as color, shape or form were labeled "descriptive." 
A child who said, "they are both red" would exemplify this form . The 
second classification was labeled "relation-contextual" and was exemp-
lified by the child who related a cup and a dish, saying "You eat your 
supper from the dish. You drink from the cup." The final class was 
called "categorical-inferential" where the child in the above example 
would say, "You eat with both of them." The findings showed the 
middle class children used more descriptive categories, followed by 
relational-contextual and least frequently used the categorical-in-
ferential classification. The lower class children used the relation-
al-contextual class most frequently and rarely used either the descrip-
tive or categorical-inferential categories. An additional interesting 
finding was that the middle class children applied the same categories 
to all three conditions, i . e., object , black and white pictures, and 
color pictures . The lower class children using the relational-contextual 
!Robert B. Ruddell and Barbara W. Graves, "Socio-ethnic Status and 
the Language Achievement of First Grade Children," Elementary English, 
XLV (May , 1968), p. 635. 
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category for the object condition did not produce any scorable categories 
for either of the two picture conditions . The results of this study 
seem to indicate: (1) that the middle class child by kindergarten age 
is already moving away from viewing things purely on the basis of use 
and is moving toward a view of things in terms of attributes while 
the lower class is more strictly confined to use; and (2) the restric-
tion of use-view of objects limits the child's ability to use categories 
consistently with two dimensional representations . 
These conclusions are quite s~ilar to those reached by Frazer 
who observes that the poorly languaged child has fewer "handles" for 
categorizing his experience • 
... we have learned to think of learning language as learning 
systems or networds of meanings, of learning sets of handles 
that belong together and are learned together as they make in-
creasing sense out of experience .• . An experience may have been 
in the environment and thus physically "available" but it may 
not have been experienced in the sense of having been thought 
and talked about . We may see still ano t her restriction on 
experience. The experience may have been responded to intellec-
tually and verbally on a plane so different from what we expect 
that it seems not to have been experienced at all . l 
Bernstein is making essentially the same point when he discusses 
the limitations imposed on the user of the restricted code. The lower 
class child must" . . . translate and mediate middle class language struc-
ture through logically simpler language structure of his own class to 
make it personally meaningful . Where he cannot make this translation 
he fails to understand and is left puzzled."2 This researcher has 
!Alexander Frazier , "Helping Poorly Languaged Children , " 
Elementary English, XLI (February, 1964), 150 . 
2Bernstein, "Social Class and Linguistic Development," p. 295. 
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seen the confusion which results when a child is bombarded with a 
structure which is incomprehensible . One situation involved a well-
meaning pre-school teacher trying to make a new child feel at home in 
the classroom. She asked the child, "Would you like to play with the 
blocks, or perhaps color a book, or maybe you would like to play with 
the truck." When she reached the word block the child's eyes lit 
up; when she got to the book he looked a little puzzled; and by the 
time she reached the word truck, his arms hung limply at his sides, his 
head dropped and he stared at his shoes. The teacher commented later 
that it looked as if he was going to be one of the "shy" ones. 
Bernstein attributes the following drawbacks for thinking in 
the restricted code: limits expression of logical modification and 
stress, curtails opportunity for completed thought, reduces verbal 
planning behavior, confounds cause and effect, reinforces personal 
at the expense of the logical, stresses group over individual expression, 
and emphasizes descriptive rather than analytic concepts . Information 
theory would describe the message framed in the restricted code as 
being more predictable . 
An interesting parallel to the predictability level of the 
message may be forthcoming from the longitudinal studies of language 
development conducted by Brown and his colleagues . The studies have 
studied the speech of Adam and Eve, the son and daughter of two 
Harvard graduate students and Sarah, the daughter of parents who com-
pleted high school. Among the findings reported by Cazden was a 
description of the children's mastery of grammar which showed Sarah 
was quicker than either Adam or Eve . 
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If ... Sarah supplied more required functors, then Eve's speech 
contained proportionately more content words. An abnormal pro-
portion of content words to functors characterizes what we call 
telegraphic language . .. --tne language of telegrams .•. it is a high-
ly informative language, since functors can be guessed from con-
text, where content words cannot. So we can say that Eve conveyed 
more information for the same overall mean length than Sarah did. 
Eve ' s utterances were a more t elegraphic version of a more infor-
mative and less predictable utterance, while Sarah's utterances 
were a less telegraphic version of a less informative and more 
predictable utterance.! 
If one were to view these findings in terms of Bernstein ' s elaborated 
and restricted codes , one might note that Sarah at age three and a half 
is on her way to developing a restricted code. 
The finding that Sarah developed the grammatical form more 
quickly than Eve and Adam puzzled the researchers since Sarah ' s mother 
made far fewer expansions of Sarah's utterances than did the mother 
of Adam and Eve. This led the researchers to conclude that expansion 
of the child's utterance might not be as significant to the develop-
ment of grammatical structures as had earlier been hypothesized. The 
research does not include any information on the quality and structure 
of the mother's speech. It would be particularly helpful to know 
whether Adam and Eve's mother, who expanded utterances more frequently, 
expanded by morphemes or by syntax . It is possible that she may have 
done both but stressed the word being corrected. For example, if the 
child said, "Tooths hurt." the mother might respond with, "Your teeth 
hurt ." The emphasis on the single word might make the children more 
lcourtney B. Cazden, "The Acquisition of Noun and Verb Inflections," 
Child Development, XXXIX (June , 1968), 442 . 
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aware of the content words than of the structural context . On the 
other hand Sarah's mother may have given fewer expansions but her 
speech may have contained fewer content words, allowing Sarah to focus 
on the sentence structure and the morphemic structure of words . It 
could be hypothesized that the speech of the Harvard graduate students 
would contain far more content words and in turn that they might be 
more concerned with vocabulary than with grammar. Unfortunately all 
of this remains s upposition until more specific information about the 
quality of interaction between the mother ' s speech pattern and the 
child's development become available . At any rate none of these find-
ings contradict the basic assumptions of Bernstein that, "Language, 
spoken language, powerfully conditions what is learned, how it is 
learned, and so influences future learning."l 
If learning is so closely related to language then what is the 
role of the teacher in regard to the development of the child's language? 
Lewis maintains that "The teacher in the school is in loco parentis, 
in linguistic education as in all else . The teacher takes the place 
of the child's mother; he transforms the mother tongue into the language 
of education."2 
Most researchers of language are in agreement that teaching 
is primarily a verbal activity and that in turn we must give more 
attention to the verbal bahavior of the classroom. 
!Bernstein, "Social Class and Linguistic Development," p . 295. 
2Lewis, Language in School, p . 198. 
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The suggestions for further research on teacher language seem 
to come from two sources. First there are the researchers of class-
room interaction who have focused on the amount and kind of teacher-
pupil verbal behavior. Kliebard states the purpose of this research; 
One of the fundamental assumptions of this research is that teach-
ing is primarily a linguistic activity . Presumably, therefore, 
the study of the language of teaching might lead to a clarifica-
tion of the ground rules of the language game under which teachers 
and pupils operate in the classroom.! 
Generally this type of study attempts to categorize the verbal maneuvers 
of teacher and pupil, to determine who is doing the most talking quanti-
tatively and who is doing qualitatively a particular kind of talking. 
In the Kliebard and Bellack studies the pedagogical moves are of 
four types; (1) structuring where the content is the focus, (2) solicit-
ing where a response is elicited, (3) responding which is solicited, 
and (4) reaction which is unsolicited.2 Generally the results show 
that teachers use all four maneuvers while students are usually re-
stricted to the responding category. There also seems to be little 
difference between elementary and secondary teachers, leading one 
researcher to question the value of methods course when the methodology 
of the two groups is so similar and that both groups spend most of 
their time talking about the subject.3 Usually the findings show that 
!Herbert M. Keibard, "Dimension of Meaning in Classroom Discourse," 
The Journal of Teacher Education, XVII (Summer, 1966), 235 . 
2Ibid. , 233 . and Ann Lee Stockton, "Classroom Language Clue To 
Teaching," Education, LXXXVII (October , 1966), 73 . 
3stockton, "Classroom Language Clue to Teaching," 76 . 
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the teacher does about three times as much talking as the pupils, but 
it should be kept in mind that these figures are misleading because 
the pupil-talk is a group measure so that the real ratio of teacher 
to individual talk would be a figure which included the number of 
pupils in the class multiplied by three. If Wood is correct that, 
" ... the emphasis of the entire elementary language program is shifting 
from written expression to oral expression because educators realize 
that everyday communication is typically oral. .. " and that habits of 
good speaking are transferrable to written communication, then this 
recognition has not yet been observed in the studies of classroom 
interaction . l 
Herman applied Flanders' categories of interaction to fifth 
grade social studies classes which were grouped by IQ levels of above 
average (108), average (100), and below average (95) . The findings 
showed that the teachers of the high groups were freer in the use of 
praise, more accepting of student ideas, used less criticism, allowed 
more student talk, included more pupil-centered activity , leaned less 
on teacher centered activity, and were generally indirect in their 
verbal patterns. The teacher of the low groups showed the reverse 
tendency on all these variables thus they praised less, criticized 
more, were the center of most activities, and were direct in their 
verbal patterns . The average group fell between the two groups with 
their verbal patterns being neutral. These are incredible findings 
lwood , "Implications of Psycholinguistics," 186. 
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in light of the factual evidence that language is learned by talking 
and being corrected . More research is badly needed in the area of 
teacher language patterns . If these findings hold for large groups 
of teachers, then we might have some clues for explaining the phenomenon 
described by Stodolsky and Lesser; 
As minority group children . •. proceed through school, they continue 
to perform below the national average at all grade levels on all 
measures; the relative standing of these groups in relation to 
the white population remains essentially constant in terms of 
standard deviations, but the absolute differences in terms of 
grade-level discrepancies increase. This increase in the number 
of grade levels behind the normative population is what is common-
ly referred to as the " cumulative deficit ."l 
If teachers of low IQ groups, which would include disadvantaged children, 
use less praise , more criticism, and provide fewer opportunities for 
the students to talk; it would hardly be surprising that the students' 
language development does not move to Piaget's stages of formal 
operations which Bernstein maintains are characteristic of secondary 
education . 2 It would seem obvious that if a child is failing, it 
doesn't make much sense to use less praise and more criticism . 
Rosenthal's Pygmalion phenomenon may be documented by more 
studies of what teachers say and do in classrooms . These studies 
might make some of the incredible conclusions of researchers like 
Jensen's as factually absurd as they intuitively seem . It might then 
become impossible to make statements such as; " ... typical disadvantaged 
children, •. . ,rather than showing a tendency to catch up when placed in 
a presumably more culturally enriched environment--the school--begin 
lsusan Stodolsky and Gerald Lesser, "Learning Patterns in the 
Disadvantaged," Harvard Educational Review, XXXVII (Fall, 1967), 551. 
2Bernstein, "Social Class and Linguistic Development," p. 307. 
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gradually to fall behind in cognitive development."l Again the danger 
of having unchallenged concepts in mind, in this case racially deter-
mined differences, leads one not only to find racial differences but 
to see all schools as "culturally enriched environments." In summary 
of the need for research relating teacher language to children's 
language learning, May states that some studies have demonstrated 
that supportive teachers do elicit more verbal responses from students, 
" ... certain types of leadership on the part of teachers encourage more 
practice in oral communication. Whether such practice leads to greater 
facility with oral language can only be speculative without specific 
research on this question."2 
A second group who are concerned about teacher knowledge of 
language are those who have studied the development of children's 
language . Bailey maintains that some dialects spoken by negro groups 
are not even derived from standard English but are based on the English 
Creole pattern. Teachers who do not understand this as a valid system 
with its own rules of morphology and syntax, " . .. cannot intelligently 
guide the children into an acquisition of the new system that is so 
much like their own that the possibility of linguistic interference 
increases at every turn . "3 Shuy, in a well organized study of Detroit 
lArthur R. Jensen, "Reducing the Heredity-Environment Uncertainty: 
A Reply," Harvard Educational Review, XXXIX (Summer, 1969), 472. 
2Frank B. May, "The Effects of Environmental on Oral Language 
Development: II," Elementary English, XLIII (November, 1966), 721. 
3Beryl Loftman Bailey, "Some Aspects of the Impact of Linguistics 
on Language Teaching in Disadvantaged Connnunities," Elementary English, 
XLVIII (May, 1968), 573. 
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speech dialects came to the same conclusion about the need for the 
teacher to know more about the language of students in terms of a 
system of language and of social patterns . He found that "errors" 
were in fact quite systematic and variations could be predicted, that 
the children may need the dialect to perform in neighborhood social 
situations, that certain features of language are used for social 
stratification, and finally that the teacher must know both the dialect 
and the desired pattern to bridge the teaching gap. "Their home dia-
lect frequently interferes with the second dialect . To the teacher their 
speech may seem careless, inconsistent, or awkward. But, in fact, the 
children are being careful, consistent, and graceful within the only 
dialect they know."l Bernstein addresses the social side of language 
noting that teachers who try to change lower class children's language 
patterns may meet with active resistance as the child becomes aware 
that a shift from social or group identification to individual expression 
is taking place. He does not understand the need for qualification 
because his pattern makes use of implicit rather than explicit meaning 
and when he is encouraged to expand his thought, he may reply, "Oh 
you know \Y'hat I mean . Do I have to say it all?" 
It is important to realize that his difficulties in ordering a 
sentence and connecting sentences--problems of qualifying an 
object, quality, idea, sensitivity to time and its extensions 
and modifications, making sustained relationships--are alien 
to the way he perceives and reacts to his environment. 2 
lRoger W. Shuy, "Detroit Speech: Careless, Awkward, and Incon-
sistent, or Systematic, Graceful and Regular?", Elementary English, 
XLVIII (May, 1968), 569. 
2sernstein, "Social Class and Linguistic Development," p . 305. 
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The research on how the teacher should approach teaching 
language to disadvantaged children is mixed. Some hold that it 
should be an intense drill program similar to the teaching of a 
foreign language; while others hold that language is a total system 
of thought, perception and expresssion and can only be taught if 
all levels are taken into consideration. It would seem that there 
is a need for research that not only compares these two approaches 
but applies them to dialects which are variations of standard English 
as well as those systems derived from other sources . 
Research on the language patterns of teachers is almost non-
existent. This may partially be because the field of applying linguis-
tics to variations within a language system is relatively new. Pre-
vious linguistic studies concentrated on differences between languages. 
Naturally the most obvious differences within a language is that 
which exists between the child and adult speaker of that language and 
thus research up to this time has mainly concentrated on children . 
Initially cross-sectional studies were tried by sampling the verbal 
behavior across age or social groups but recently researchers are re-
cognizing that this method does not reveal the developmental processes 
behind the language and thus the trend is moving toward longitudinal 
studies. Another barrier to studying language of teachers has been 
the immense task of categorizing the content of adult speech. Those 
categories that have been used have either been too gross or have 
not yielded any distinguishing features of teachers' patterns . Gallagher's 
"convergent-divergent questions," Bellak's "st.ructuring and responding," 
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and Flander's "accepts feelings , asks questions, lectures, gives 
directions, etc., " are samples of the gross categories. Kean states 
that most of these categories are dependent on the teacher's language 
structure but in studies of this nature , language remains an uncontrolled 
independent variable . l 
Kean tape recorded 40 minute segments of oral language of 
five second grade and five fifth grade teachers for five days. He 
found no differences between the two groups on the number of words, 
the number of grammatical units, diversity of vocabulary, structural 
sentence patterns , or in use of subordinating clauses. Kean raises 
a number of questions regarding the relationship between the teacher's 
language and the language of the children being taught. His conclusion 
is quoted at length here because of its singular relevance to the study 
to be proposed: 
The work that has been done on the structure of teachers' 
language serves only to highlight the necessity for greater 
understanding of the influences of teacher-language on pupils' 
learning to use the structure of the English language . The 
study has provided information about the structure of teachers' 
language that needs to be compared with knowledge about children's 
language. For instance, what structures are used most by children; 
by teachers? tihat is the real effect of teachers' language com-
pared to the language of television or of parents or of peers 
upon the development of the child ' s language structure, subse-
quent to entering school? Indeed can the teacher exert any in-
fluence along these lines? . . . 
Much is being learned about children ' s language , much that 
will have important implications for schooling, but it would seem 
particularly important to attend to the teacher's language. We 
might surmise perhaps, that teachers' language does differ from 
children's language, particularly from children who come from 
different cultural backgrounds . 
lJohn M. Kean, "Teacher Patterns of Communication," Education, 
LXXXVII (October, 1966), 79. 
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We have assumed that children's language could be modified 
or extended to fit the school situations (witness project Head-
Start), but we have not considered the actual differences in 
either quantitative or qualitative terms to assess how much 
either children or teachers might need to change their language 
in order to communicate in the classroom. The teacher's language 
is not only a means of teaching language to children, but also 
a primary screen through which most school-learned concepts pass. 
We might wonder how teachers modify their language in order 
to communicate with children . Simply by changing the structure 
of one person's language, responses from another person can be 
changed. Language is indeed, the most prominent unseen shaper 
of what happens to children in school. When one accepts the 
idea that style of oral verbal language controls to some extent 
what the hearer will acquire from it, then one must weigh care-
fully the almost complete emphasis on this one form of teaching 
in school. Particularly in this age of inquiry and self-actual-
ization, the language perogatives of the classroom cannot be 
based on vague assumptions about adult control over language. 
A whole new field, psycholinguistics , offers ample opportunity 
for teacher to better understand how their language "fits" the 
language of the children they teach . l 
This writer is in complete agreement with the conclusions 
Kean draws about the need for research and the value of psycho-
linguistics for formulating such studies, but is not particularly 
enthusiastic about the measures Kean used . His measures are similar 
to those used in the cross-sectional studies referred to earlier, which 
do not reveal the process of communication and do not give evidence 
that communication took place. 
A valuable contribution to understanding how teachers communi-
cate with children could be made if a study could be devised that 
would match teacher and children according to specific language 
characteristics . Under matched and mis-matched conditions the teacher 
lKean, "Teacher Patterns of Communication," p. 81-82 . 
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could deliver a specifiable message and the students would repeat the 
message. The two messages could then be compared for the number of 
words used by the teacher which were also used by the chlldren. It 
would be assumed that the students who were semantically like the 
teacher would produce more of her words than students who were semanti-
cally dissimilar . The two messages would also be compared on the a-
mount of content that the students were able to retell from the 
teacher's message . Again, it would be assumed that those most seman-
tically similar to the t eacher would produce more of the content of 
her message . Another group of teachers and children could be matched 
according to similar and dissimilar syntactic characteristics to 
assess the relative importance of being similar t o students semantically 
and syntactically . It may in fact be impossible to separate these two, 
but if the semantic variable could be held constant then effects of 
syntactic similarity on communication could be tested . 
As mentioned earlier in this paper , this writer has been 
particularly interested in the concept of flexibility or the ability 
to deal with alternatives. Thus an attempt will be made to identify 
four groups of teachers, two groups showing either high or low semantic 
flexibility and two groups showing high or low syntactic flexibility. 
A message will then be written which will be communicated on tape. 
These tapes will be played to groups of suburban and urban children 
who have been matched to their teachers by being semantically flexible 
or constrained or by being syntactically flexible or constrained. 
After listening to the teachers' message, the children will record 
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their version on tape. The tapes will be analyzed to determine how 
many words and ideas the teachers retained from the original message, 
and then how many words and ideas the children re t ained from the 
teachers' versions . 
Lest the reader think the concept of flexibility was arbitrarily 
chosen the chapter closes with a quote from Lewis on its importance 
to teaching~ learning, and living: 
Through language t he teacher brings the chlld into an ever-
broadening world of things, the physical universe, much of 
which would otherwise pass unheeded before his eyes . Through 
language also the teacher helps to make the child a citizen of 
the world of ideas--a task even more specifically that of the 
school, and even more specifically dependent upon the use of 
language. And throughout all this it remains a constant aim 
of the teacher to develop the child ' s own mastery of language, 
so that it may become for him a more flexible medium and an 
instrument of wider range in his dealings with men, with 
things and with ideas .l 
It is hoped that this study will contribute information on 
the effect of both semantic and syntactic flexibility on the reception 
and transmission of information by teachers . The specific methodology 
and the results of the study are reported in the next chapter. 
lLewis, Language in School , p. 199. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The overall purpose of this study was to determine whether or 
not specific language characteristics of teachers in training could 
be isolated in such a way as to be used as predictors of the teacher's 
capacity to receive and transmit information . This purpose was based 
upon the questions raised in the previous chapter concerning the con-
ception of teaching as a verbal process . If the teacher is viewed as 
a verbal communicator it is essential that we know more about her ver-
bal capacity . This means going beyond the typical measures of vocabu-
lary found in intelligence tests and college entrance exams . It is 
not enough to know that she knows the meaning of the words. We must 
know how she uses the words. 
This study attempted to isolate two language characteristics: 
(1) semantic flexibility as measured by the Guilford Word Association 
Test and (2) syntactic flexibility as measured by the categories of 
Basil Bernstein . ! 
The Guilford Word Association Test designed by J . P . Guilford, 
was originally employed to identify individuals who were prone to think 
lFor reasons to be explained in the selection of the sample sec-
tion of this chapter, it was not possible to carry out the syntactic 
flexibility portion of this study . Thus , this portion of the research 
will not be reported. 
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convergently, proceeding '' ..• toward one right answer, that is to say, 
a determined or conventional answer"l and those who tended to think 
divergently, thinking that, II ... goes off in different directions as 
in searching, varying the courses of thinking behavior . "2 There are 
twenty-five stimulus words on the test which are: 
l. arm 9 . fi le 17. poke 
2 . bit 10. grave 18. policy 
3. bolt 11. host 19. port 
4 . cap . 12 . leaf 20. punch 
5 . coil 13 . mortar 21. rake 
6 . duck 14 . pink 22. sack 
7. fair 15. pitch 23. strand 
8. fast 16. plane 24 . tack 
25. tender 
The subject is asked to give as many different meanings for each word 
as he can call to mind. His score depends upon the number of different 
meanings , the divergent score, and the number of synonyms, the conver-
gent score . In this study only the number of different meanings or 
the divergent score was retained, since it appeared to be a better in-
dex of the subject's semantic flexibility and awareness that word 
meaning is dependent upon the context. 
The second language characteristic isolated was grammatical 
complexity which was characterized by those patterns Basil Bernstein 
had found significant in identifying and describing elaborated and 
restricted language codes of working and middle class boys in England. 
The assumption underlying the selection of this characteristic is that 
lJ, P . Guilford, Personality (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc . , 1959), p. 376 . 
2 Ibid ., p. 381. 
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flexibility in the use of grammatical constructions should enhance 
the ability to understand oral as well as written speech . 
Basil Bernstein in his research on the relationshop between 
social class and linguistic development has set up two theoretical 
"linguistic codes" which he originally termed public and formal 
language, but later changed to restricted and elaborated language, be-
lieving the latter terms to be more descriptive of the two codes .l 
The public or restricted code is more common to the lower or working 
class while the middl e class is capable of using both codes but has 
been more thoroughly trained in the use of the formal or elaborated 
code . The public language is a more colloquial language code, directed 
toward group identification, relying on the implicit meaning in slang 
or trite phrases with a consequent loss in information and individual 
qualification . The formal language code is a more elaborative, highly 
individualized style, emphasizing the importance of qualification for 
the purpose of making meaning explicit. 
Bernstein has set down ten characteristics of the public 
language and eight for the formal language which would allow fairly 
accurate identification of individuals using either one of the two 
codes . An individual would not , however, manifest all of these character-
istics in any single oral or written sampl e of his language because the 
need for making meaning explicit will depend upon the intent of the 
speaker or writer at the time the sample is taken. This poses a dual 
!Basil Bernstein, "Social Class, Linguistic Codes and Grammatical 
Elements ," Language and Speech, V (May, 1962), p . 221. 
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problem; first, which characteristics should be selected from the 
total list as good indices for classifying an individual as a public 
or formal language user and secondly, what type of setting will most 
effectively elicit these characteristics if an oral or written language 
sample is taken . 
In one study Bernstein analyzed the tape recorded discussion 
on the subject of capital punishment by a group of middle and working 
class boys. In the reported results of this study, he lists out the 
grammatical elements which differentiated the two groups at a level 
of statistical significance of .05 and better . It is from this list 
that the characteristics used in this study have been selected. The 
characteristics are: 
1. Proportion of complex verbal stems to total number of 
verbs used (a complex verbal stem is one having more 
than three units or a verb plus an infinitive.) 
2 . Proportion of adjectives to the total number of words 
used. 
3. Proportion of pronouns to total number of words used. 
The sample selected for this experiment was those having the highest 
proportions on (1) and (2) above and lowest proportions on (3). They 
were classified as the formal or elaborated language teachers. The 
sampl e selected with the lowest proportions on (1) and (2) and the 
highest proportions on (3) was classified as public or restricted 
language users. In relation to these two characteristics six hypotheses 
were made: 
1. that high Guilford scores are an index of ability to receive 
and transmit information; 
2 . that Bernstein 's categories are an index of ability to re-
ceive and transmit information; 
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3. that the number of words retained from a message is an 
index of the amount of information received; 
4. that the number of details retained from a message is an 
index of the amount of information received; 
5 . that there are interaction effects between high Guilford 
and low Guilford teachers with the high and low Guilford 
children that could not be predicted in advance; and 
6. that there are interaction effects between elaborated and 
restricted language teachers with the elaborated and re-
stricted language children that could not be predicted in 
advance. 
To test these assumptions a group of teachers in training were ad-
ministered the Guilford Word Association Test . The four highest and 
the four l owest scorers who agreed to participate were selected and 
wer e designated as high and low Guilford teachers respectively. The 
same group was asked to write an essay in response to the following 
statement: 
The governor of one of the states is considering abolishing 
the death penalty . Since there are many view points on this issue 
the editor of the college paper has asked seve~al students to ex-
press their feelings. 
Below , please write your stand on the abolishment of the death 
penalty as you would had you been selected by the editor. 
The passages on capital punishment were analyzed for the elabor-
ated and restricted language characteristics as set down by Bernstein. 
This researcher was unable to detect the desired dichotomy in the samples 
of writing by the teachers in training. In retrospect this is the re-
sult to be expected . Bernstein ' s samples were taken from groups polar-
ized by economic class and their economic differences were reflected in 
their language patterns. Further he took his samples from oral dis-
cussions which may produce more variety in the type of language used. 
This researcher overlooked the probability that the students enrolled 
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in the Boston University School of Education would be drawn largely 
from the middle class. Tuition payment would certainly act , to some 
degree, as a selection device. Further a written passage by college 
students would be more likely to elicit elaborated codes because this 
is the mode of expression normally demanded by professors on essay tests. 
Since it proved impossible to classify the teachers in training 
as restricted or elaborated language users, it seemed futile to con-
tinue this portion of the study and thus it was dropped . But it should 
be noted that the dimension of grammatical flexibility may still be 
basic in the language development of the child and that the school 
may well be the major force for restricted language users developing 
the more elaborated code. Although this study cannot answer the 
question of the role of Bernstein's categories in communication between 
teacher and student it is essential that such a question be answered . 
This researcher can only recommend two considerations in any further 
research in this area: first, that the language samples be drawn from 
middle and lower class groups and second, that the sample be taken from 
recorded interviews or discussions. 
The Guilford Word Association Test was also administered to 
classes of sixth grade children enrolled in the Boston and Newton 
schools. The Boston childreo,designated the Urban group, were drawn 
from Roxbury and the South End and the Newton children were designated 
the Suburban group . Each class was tested independently and the four 
highest and four lowest scorers were designated the high and low 
Guilford children for that class. 
Wl 
The sample for this study consisted of four high Guilford 
teachers and four low Guilford teachers . Each teacher was assigned two 
high and two low Guilford urban children and two high and two low 
Guilford suburban children. In total there were eight teachers and 
sixty-four children in this experiment. Table 1 shows the distribution 
of children to each teacher . 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF GUILFORD CHILDREN TO GUILFORD TEACHERS 
Teachers 
High Guilford Low Guilford 
Children 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 Totals 
Urban 
L~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 
High 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 
Suburban 
Low 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 
High 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 
Totals 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 64 
An original story was written for this study . 1 There were 
three basic considerations that entered into the writing of it. First 
there was the consideration of insuring that the content of the story 
would be equally familiar to urban and suburban children. If a topic 
or setting was selected that was more familiar to one group the results 
would be favored ln their direction. After some thought, it was decided 
lThe story will be described in detail below. 
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to set the story in a cowboy format with the usual trappings of 
sheriff, deputies, posse, and a bankrobbery . It was assumed that 
Bonanza and Gunsmoke watchers were equally urban and suburban with 
regard to place of residence . Although this assumption was born out 
ln the results of the study, it had one unexpected consequence. Un-
doubtedly the children watch more television than teachers in training 
with their overload of reading about the Crimean war, Shakespeare, 
and learning theory . As a result the teachers frequently dropped words 
like posse and substituted such words as the men or the deputies . True 
to the form of western epics the children immediately translated the 
word "men" back to "posse." And thus there were words that appeared 
in the original story and the children's versions but never appeared 
in the teachers' version . 
A second consideration was the inclusion of sentences that 
were typical of Bernstein's categories. Thus three restricted type 
sentences and three elaborated type sentences were included. Similarly 
a number of words were included that had multiple meanings similar to 
those found on the Guilford Word Association Test . 
The final consideration was the insertion of enough details 
to embellish the story such as names of places, people or specific 
items. None of these details would interfere with the plot line of 
the story if they were omitted but it was assumed that details make 
a story more interesting and life-like. The story of Sleepy Sam 
was the result. 
The story of Sleepy Sam was tape recorded and played to the 
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four high and four low Guilford teachers-in-training . They listened 
to the tape and then recorded their version of the story on tape. The 
teachers' tapes were then played to the children assigned to each 
teacher and in turn the children recorded their version of the story . 
Thus the format of this experiment was that of a chain story, where 
the original story is told to the teachers who tell it on tape . The 
tapes are played to the children and they tell the story on tape . The 
teachers received the original stimulus and then act as channels for 
transmitting the story to the children. 
The Schema presented in Figure 1 shows the flow pattern of the 
consecutive tellings of the story of Sleepy Sam. At the top is the 
original taped version, below ls one high and one low Guilford teacher's 
t aped version and finally are the 8 children ' s taped versions of the 
story . 
FIGURE 1 
SCHEMA FOR TRANSMITTING THE VERSIONS OF SLEPPY SAM 
Original I Story \ 
High Guilford Low Guilford 
Teacher's Version Teacher's Version 
Urban I \ Suburban Urban I 
Children Children Children 




2 High 2 Low 
The taped versions of the story as told by the teachers and 
the children are the data for this study . The analyses of them were 
made to answer the following questions: 
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1. Do high Guilford teachers retell more of the details of 
the original story than low Guilford teachers? 
2. Do high Guilford teachers use more of the words appearing 
in the original story in their retelling than the low 
Guilford teachers? 
3. Do high Guilford children retell more of the details of 
the teacher's story than the low Guilford children? 
4 . Do high Guilford children use more of the words used 
in the teacher's story than the low Guilford children? 
5. Do suburban children retell more of the details used in 
The teacher ' s story than urban children? 
6. Do suburban children use more words used in the teacher's 
story than urban children? 
7. Do high Guilford children retell more details from high 
Guilford teachers proportionately than high Guilford 
children from low Guilford teachers? 
8. Do low Guilford children retell more details from low 
Guilford teacher's stories proportionately than low 
Guilford children retell from high Guilford teachers? 
9 . Do high Guilford children use more words from the high 
Guilford teachers' stories proportionately than low 
Guilford children? 
10. Do low Guilford children use more words from low Guilford 
teachers' stories proportionately than high Guilford 
children? 
There are several assumptions related to the use of "words" 
and "details" in the above questions . The first of these assumptions 
will be called the "efficiency" assumption . The efficiency assumption 
holds that given a message to be communicated, the quickest way to 
determine whether or not that message has been received is to measure 
the degree to which it corresponds with the original message . This 
means eliminating all the redundancy and reducing the message to its 
essential elements . For example the message "There is a fire!' 
can be reduced to the single word, " fire" with no loss of information. 
This process is frequently used in telegrams, sets of instructions and 
advertisements. Obviously this assumption is more difficult to apply 
to creative works such as a poem, but for the transmission of simple 
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messages it can be applied fairly usefully. In this study, it was 
applied in the comparisons of the words used in the original story 
to those words used by the teachers' in their retelling of the story 
and in the comparisons of the words used in the children's stories 
which also appeared in the teachers' stories . This study investigated 
whether the high Guilford teachers and children will use more of the 
same words and whether the suburban children use more of the teacher's 
words . 
It was also essential to admit that words alone are not a 
complete description of the degree to which a message was communicated . 
A second assumption was needed . For the purpose of identification it 
will be called the assumption of "translation . " The assumption of 
translation refers to the fact that a person may receive a message 
but when asked to repeat it will not use the same words in which the 
original message was given . For example, borrowing on the "fire" 
message above, a message might be sent such as "The house is on fire." 
and be translated to "The house is burning." Why an individual 
translates a message is dependent upon many factors such as; the 
words used in the initial message may be part of the listener's listen-
ing vocabulary but not in his speaking vocabulary, the original message 
might have been phrased eloquently but the listener feels a sense of 
urgency and a need for brevity, or perhaps the original message con-
tained no eloquency and the listener prefers to embellish it. The 
description and assignment of reasons for this translation phenomenon 
are beyond the scope of this study, but it was necessary to recognize 
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its occurrence and account for it. Thus the translation phenomenon 
has been assessed by determining the rumber of details in the original 
and in the teachers' stories for comparison and in turn the number of 
details in the children's stories for comparison with the teachers' 
stories. For example, in the two sentences "The house is burning." 
and "The house is on fire . " contain the same number of details even 
though different words are used. 
The results of the word and detail analyses were subjected to 
the Mann-Whitney U test for statistical significance . This test was 
selected because the data from the word and detail analyses cannot 
be assumed to be normally distributed . The Mann-Whitney is the most 
powerful test to be used when the assumptions essential to the T test 
cannot be made . 1 This researcher has set the level of significance 
at . 200. That is to say any of the U's that exceed a probability of 
. 200 will be accepted as significant . Since this is an exploratory 
study which was attempting to determine whether certain relationships 
existed between a teacher's verbal flexibility and her ability to 
communicate with children, rather than to quantitatively assess the 
degree of such relationships, it was considered adequate to look only 
for the direction of relationship and thus not essential to set an 
an extremely high level of significance . 
The Guilford Word Association Test was administered to 201 
lsidney Siegel, ~etric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956), p . 
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students enrolled in the block methods course at Boston University . 
The student s were all juniors and were scheduled to student teach the 
following semester . Figure 2 summarized the Guilford Word Association 
Test results of the students in the methods course. 
FIGURE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF STUDENTS IN THE METHODS COURSE FOR THE 
GUILFORD WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
Score Number of Students 













The scores of the teachers in training ranged from a low score 
of 33 to a high score of 90 . Table 2 shows the scores of the top ten 
and the bottom ten Guilford scorers among the teachers in training . 
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TABLE 2 
SCORES OF TOP 10 AND BOTTOM 10 TEACHERS IN TRAINING 
ON THE GUILFORD WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
Rank 
Order High Scorers Low Scorers 
1. 90 33 
2 . 86 41 
3. 84 41 
4. 82 41 
5. 82 42 
6. 82 44 
7. 80 45 
8. 78 45 
9. 77 45 
10. 76 45 
Number 10 10 
Mean 81 . 7 42.2 
From the group of high scorers eight were contacted and asked 
to participate in the experiment . Four were asked to participate 
directly and four were asked to serve as alternates. The top scorer 
was going home for the week but indicated a desire to take part in the 
experiment during the following week. Scorers number 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 
8, and 9 from the high scoring group agreed to participate. Number 
5 was recuperating from an illness but she agreed to serve as an 
alternate if needed . Numbers 2, 3, 4 , and 6 were actually selected 
and participated in the experiment . 
The low scorers presented more of a problem to the experimenter. 
Numbers 1, 4, 8, and 9 refused to participate, giving such reasons 
as; being too busy, preferring not to take part in experiments and 
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not being "too good at this sort of thing . " Number 5 agreed reluctantly 
but did not show at the time of her appointment. When she was called 
to reschedule the appointment, she said that she preferred not to re-
schedule as she was too busy. Numbers 2, 3, 6, and 7 were actually 
selected and participated in the experiment. Table 3 shows the scores 
and means of the High and Low Guilford student teachers who participated 
in this experiment. 
TABLE 3 
SCORES AND MEANS OF HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD STUDENT 
TEACHERS FOR THE GUILFORD WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 





Number 4 Number 4 
Mean 83 . 0 Mean 42.7 
As can be seen in Table 3 there was approximately 40 points difference 
between the means of the high and low Guilford teachers. 
A total of 336 children enrolled in the sixth grade of the 
Boston and Newton public schools were given the Guilford Word Associa-
tion Test . There were 154 children enrolled in the Boston school 
classes located in the South End and Roxbury . This group was designated 
the urban population. There were 182 children in the Newton school 
sample which was designated the suburban population. Since the 
children were assigned to the high and low Guilford teachers by class 
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rather than as individuals, their scores will be reported here by 
classes. Table 4 shows the scores and means of urban and suburban 
children for the Guilford Word Associat ion Test . 
TABLE 4 
SCORES AND MEANS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN 
ON THE GUILFORD WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
Urban Children Suburban Children 
Number Means Number Means 
20 45 . 85 19 36.78 
30 35.73 28 35.14 
8 26 . 00 20 38 .18 
17 27.35 21 34.57 
27 30.33 31 45.83 
8 28.12 24 42 . 91 
19 31.36 24 40.87 
25 32.72 15 27.06 
Total 154 33 . 45 182 38 . 76 
Number 336 
Mean 36 . 33 
As can be seen in Table 4 there is about a five point difference 
between the urban and suburban sample means . It should be noted that 
any child scoring below 20 on t he Word Association Test was eliminated 
from the sample. It was felt that any child who did not know at least 
20 words on the test had a vocabulary problem and the word association 
test for him became a test of word meaning and not a test of his flex-
ibility in the use of words. It is essential that the person taking 
the test know the meanings of the words in order to test whether or 
not he feels any one of the meanings is equally probably and that the 
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context determines the precise meaning of a given word . As a result 
eighteen children were eliminated from the urban sample and three 
from the suburban sample. Their scores are not included in the scores 
and means in Table 4. It is therefore surprising that there is so 
little difference between the urban and suburban means. If past 
research is any indication, one would have expected a much larger differ-
ence in means such as those usually found on tests of reading achieve-
ment and tests of intelligence when administered to these groups . ! 
A comparison of Figure 2 and Table 4 shows the mean of the 
student teachers' scores to be 59.6 as against the children's mean 
of 36.33 or approximately a 23 point difference. The children's scores 
ranged from a low of 20 to a high of 64. Two of the children scored 
higher than the mean of the teachers and conversely one of the teachers 
scored lower than the mean of the children. Despite the age and 
education factors influencing performance on this test the r e was a 
sizable overlap in the scores of the children and teachers . Figure 
3 shows the overlap between the children's scores both urban and 
suburban with the teachers' scores on the Guilford Word Association 
Test. 
The scores and means of the children selected to participate in 
this experiment will be presented in groups assigned to high and low 
Guilford teachers . Table 5 shows the scores and means for t he urban 
and suburban children assigned to the high Guilford teachers . 
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33 . 5 38 . 8 
As can be seen in Table 5 the mean of the urban children for 
teacher H-86 is higher than the mean for the suburban children and 
conversely the means for the suburban children are higher for teachers 
H-82 and H-80 . The means for the two groups are about the same for 
teacher H-84 . It should be noted that the emphasis in this study 
was to examine the Guilford Word Association Test as a measure of 
prediction in the communication of information. The approach was that 
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TABLE 5 
MEANS AND SCORES OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ASSIGNED 
TO lUGH GUILFORD TEACHERS 
Teachers 
H (86) H (84) H (82) H (80) 
Children 
Urban 30 23 21 22 
36 24 22 23 
56 49 35 35 
62 57 35 35 
Mean 46 38 28 29 
Suburban 23 22 29 28 
24 23 30 28 
49 48 48 44 
49 50 59 49 
Mean 36 36 41 37 
of a case study and an attempt was made to study what would happen 
in typical classes from urban and suburban communities . Thus the 
class groupings were left intact . Differences resulting from these 
variations in mean scores will be discussed in detail in the sections 
dealing with the word and detail analysis of data. 
Table 6 shows the scores and means for the urban and suburban 
children assigned to the low Guilford teachers. As can be seen in 
Table 6 only teacher L-4la has a group of urban children with a 
slightly higher mean than the suburban children . For all the other 
three teachers the urban children have a lower mean on the Guilford 
Word Association Test . 
Tables 7 and 8 show the scores and means of the same children 
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TABLE 6 
SCORES AND MEANS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ASSIGNED TO 
LOW GUILFORD TEACHERS 
Teachers 
L (4la) L (4lb) L (44) L (55) 
Children 
Urban 23 24 23 23 
25 25 26 26 
41 38 34 41 
41 39 35 41 
Mean 32 31 30 35 
Suburban 22 34 29 34 
22 37 29 36 
35 51 54 60 
40 52 54 64 
Mean 30 43 41 48 
assigned to the high and low Guilford teachers but this time they are 
grouped by high and low Guilford scores irrespective of the urban and 
suburban classification. 
As can be seen in both of these tahles the high scorers are 
on the average at least 15 points higher than the low Guilford scorers. 
The format of the study called for the teachers' listening to 
the taped version of Sleepy Sam, the stimulus story, and then taping 




SCORES AND MEANS OF HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD CHILDREN ASSIGNED 
TO HIGH GUILFORD TEACHERS 
Teachers 
H (86) H (84) H (82) H (80) 
Children 
Low 23 22 21 22 
24 23 22 23 
30 23 29 28 
36 24 30 28 
Mean 28 23 25 25 
High 49 48 35 35 
49 49 35 35 
56 50 48 44 
62 57 59 49 
Mean 54 51 44 41 
TABLE 8 
SCORES AND MEANS OF HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD CHILDREN ASSIGNED 
TO LOW GUILFORD TEACHERS 
Teachers 
L (41) L (41) L (44) L (45) 
Children 
Low 22 22 23 23 
22 25 26 26 
23 34 29 34 
23 37 29 36 
Mean 23 30 27 30 
High 35 38 34 41 
40 39 35 41 
41 51 54 60 
41 52 54 64 
He an 39 45 44 51 
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Sleepy Sam 
It sure was a hot day . The sun was high in the sky raining 
a blazing heat down on anyone who couldn't find a spot of shade. Of 
course Sleepy Sam found a tree. Sam was always asleep under one . Sam 
worked, if you could call it work, as a ranch hand for the Clancy 
Family on the Sleepy B. As a matter of fact that's how Sam was given 
his name by the local townspeople . Folks used to smile whenever the 
picture of Sam snoozing under a maple or out back of the big red 
barn came to mind . It was not long before word spread around the 
little town nestled in the hills, that the most descriptive name 
for Sam was Sleepy Sam from the Sleepy B. 
Today Sam was sound asleep as usual . His one wish was that 
he might stretch out under his umbrella tree all day without having 
to milk the cows, pick up the eggs or even to go to the mailbox to 
see if Tom, his friend from the next town, had written him any news. 
A small fly buzzed around Sam's head. Sam turned over. It's just 
a good loafing day. If Sam had been listening, he would have heard 
the pound of horse's hoofs in the distance , but it wasn ' t until a 
layer of dust sent into the air by the rapid horsemen settled back 
down again on Sam that he realized that the sheriff deputy had stopped 
his horse directly under Sam ' s tree. 
"Oh boy, now I've done it . " Sam thought . "Went and got 
caught sleeping by Deputy Jones . He'll tell the Clancy's for sure . " 
The deputy jumped off his horse and looked angrily at Sam 
shouting, "I'm deputizing you in the name of Sheriff Smith." 
"Who me?" Sam asked . 
"Yes you, because the sheriff needs as many men as he can find 
to trap the bankrobbers who stole ten thousand dollars from the Mill-
hill Trust." 
"O.K . " Sam drawled, "What will I do?" 
"First you saddle your horse and then we'll ride together to 
join the sheriff and the rest of the posse that is meeting down by Bolt 
Creek." 
Sam went to the stable and found himself a gray mare that looked 
almost as tired as himself and then joined Deputy Jones on his ride to 
meet the other men. It was nightfall when they arrived at the creek 
and as they rode into the camp, the men were gathering around eating 
freshly cooked steermeat, hot rolls, corn on the cob and sipping from 
mugs of steaming hot coffee. 
The sheriff explained to Sam and the deputies how he and 
several other men had ridden ahead to the pass which was the only exit 
from the valley. 
" There's no fresh tracks on the trail." he said . "Those 
robbers are hiding somewhere in this valley. There's no use trying 
to stalk them down now that it's dark." He told the deputies, ''We' 11 
wait until sunup and then we'll try to force them out of their hiding 
places. Meanwhile let's get some shuteye. Sam, I'm making you a 
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guard during the first shift of the nightwatch . The deputy will take 
your place at two A. M." 
Sam took up his post at the edge of the camp. It was very 
quiet out there . He thought he heard a wolf . He thought he heard a 
mountain cat. He even thought he heard a bear . "This sure is hard " 
I J Sam thought. I feel pretty sleepy already . I'll just sit down for 
a minute . " And in about a minute Sam was asleep. 
Now Sam not only slept a lot but when Sam was worried he 
also walked in his sleep and tonight Sam was worried about those 
robqers . Slowly Sam rose to his feet and if you didn ' t know Sam, 
you'd have thought he was going out after those robbers single 
handed . 
Sam walked away from the camp with his gun in his hand toward 
the rocks at the foot of the hill and started to climb up the sharp 
jagged cliff toward a well hidden cave. Now no one knew i~least of 
all Sam, but it was that very cave the robbers had picked to hideout in. 
It was a perfect spot because the robbers could see the sheriff and 
his men and were able to anticipate their every move before they made 
it. 
One of the robbers seeing Sam climbing so surefootedly up 
the hills, signaled to the others and whispered, "Do you think he 
knows we're here. " 
"He couldn't." another one answered. 
"Hey," shouted a third, "He's headed for the dough. We've 
got to stop him." 
The nine robbers crept up behind Sam just as Sam's toe hit a 
sharp piece of rock, tripping him and setting off the gun in his hand. 
The sharp crack of the pistol woke up the men in the camp down below 
and it also woke up Sam who up until this time had been fast asleep. 
You should have seen the look on Sam's face when he realized 
that he hadn't been dreaming at all but there were the robbers stand-
ing right in front of him. Sam bolted as fast as any horse he had 
ever ridden with the robbers close on his tail, followed by the sheriff 
and his posse who had started to run in the direction of the gunshot . 
Deputy Jones wondered where Sam was but there wasn't time to 
think about that now. Sheriff Smith gave orders for the men to spread 
out in different directions and in a few minutes the robbers were 
surrounded and brought back to camp. 
Later Deputy Jones and Sheriff Smith said to Sam, "You were 
really brave, Sam . How did you get the courage to go up in those 
hills by yourself with no one to help you? You took quite a chance, 
you know." 
Sam was really a little embarassed. How could he tell them 
that he was asleep the whole time and as surprised as anyone in camp 
to find that he had actually captured the crooks? Sam started to smile 
as he began to realize how he might answer their questions. "Well you 
see sheriff, ah, it wasn't that much but it was kind of, ah, you 
might say, a nightmare." 
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As mentioned previously the story was constructed to include 
samples of elaborated and restricted sentences, descriptive names and 
places, and multiple meaning words . 
The three elaborated sentences were : 
1. His one wish was that he might s tretch out under his um-
brella tree without having to milk the cows, pick up 
the eggs , or even go to the mailbox to see if Tom, his 
friend from the next town, had written him any news. 
2. The men were gathering around eating freshly cooked 
steermeat, hot rolls, corn on the cob, and sipping from 
mugs of steaming hot coffee. 
3 . Sam bolted as fast as any horse he had ever ridden with 
the robbers close on his tail , followed by the sheriff 
and his posse who had started to run in the direction of 
gunshot. 
The three restricted sentences were: 
1. "Oh boy, now I've done it." Sam thought . " \olen t and 
got caught sleeping by Deputy Jones . He'll tell the 
Clancy ' s for sure." 
2 . He thought he heard a wolf . He thought he heard a 
mountain cat . He even thought he heard a bear . 
3. "Do you think he knows we're here?" "He couldn't" another 
one answered. "Hey ," shouted a third . "He's headed f or 
the dough. We 've got to stop him." 
The descriptive names places included were: 
1. Clancy Family 
2 . Sleepy B Ranch 
3 . Deputy Jones 
4. Sheriff Smith 
5 . ten thousand dollars 
6 . ~tillhill Trust, and 
7. Bolt Creek 
The multiple meaning words included were: 
1 . umbrella in umbrella tree 
2 . loaf in loafing day 
3 . pound in pound of hoofs 
4 . Trust in Millhill Trust 
5 . stalk in stalk them down 
6 . post in took his post 
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7. dough in head for the dough 
8. bolt in Sam bolted fast 
9. tail in close on his tail 
10. nightmare in the whole thing was a nightmare . 
Each of the teachers' versions were compared with the original 
to determine whether or not they included the information, not necessar-
ily in the same words, that was included in the restricted sentences, 
the elaborated sentences, the descriptive names, and the double mean-
ing words. Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the results of those compari-
sons . 
TABLE 9 
RESULTS OF COMPARISONS OF HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD TEACHERS WITH 
THE ORIGINAL STORY ON ELABORATED SENTENCE INFORMATION 
Teachers 
Elaborated H-86 R-84 H-82 H-80 L-4la L-4lb L-44 L-45 
Sentences 
1. X X X 
2 . X X X 
3. X X X X X X 
Totals 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 
As can be seen in Table 9 only one high Guilford teacher in-
eluded the information in less than two sentences in her story while 
no low Guilford teacher included the information of more than one of 
the elaborated sentences. Of particular interest is the fact that no 
low Guilford teacher included the information in elaborated sentence 
number two. This sentence described the meal eaten by the posse and 
was a highly descriptive sentence with almost no redundancy . It 
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would appear that the low Guilford scorers have difficulty processing 
information written in this form. It does not seem to be the amount 
of information that causes the problem but the form. This is evident 
from Table 10 which describes the comparisons of the high and low 
Guilford teachers on the restricted sentence information . 
TABLE 10 
RESULTS OF COMPARISONS OF HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD TEACHERS lHTH 
THE ORIGINAL STORY ON RESTRICTED SENTENCE INFORMATION 
Teachers 
Restricted H-86 H-84 H-82 H-80 L-4la L-4lb L-44 L-45 
Sentences 
1. X X X X X X 
2. X X X X X 
3. 1(. X X X .X. X .X. 
Totals 2 3 2 3 3 2 0 3 
As can be seen in Table 10 there is less difference between 
the high and low Guilford teachers on the restricted sentences. It 
is interesting to note that in sentence number 2, the only sentence 
which was included more in the low Guilford teachers' versions, is 
the sentence with the greatest amount of redundancy. In this sentence 
the words "he thought" and "he heard" are repeated three times with 
the only variation being the name of the animal . Although the evidence 
in this study is far f rom conclusive, it appears that the high Guilford 
may become bored when too much repetition is made while the low Guilford 
scorer needs the repetition. Again it may be the form of the informa-
tion which "turns off" the high Guilford scorer just as the elaborated 
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sentence form was too much for the low Guilford scorer. 
As might be expected the analysis of descriptive names and 
details showed the same trend as was seen in the analysis of the 
elaborated sentences. Table 11 shows the results of the comparisons 
of the high and low Guilford teachers' versions with the original 
story on the inclusion of details . 
TABLE 11 
RESULTS OF COMPARISONS OF HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD TEACHERS WITH 
THE ORIGINAL STORY ON DETAILS AND DESCRIPTIVE NAMES 
Teachers 
Details H-86 H-84 H-82 H-80 L-4la L-4lb L-44 
Clancy 1. X X X 
Sleepy B 2. X X X X 
Jones 3 . X X 
Smith 4. X X X X X 
ten 5. X X 
thousand 
Millhill 6. X X 
Bolt 7. 




As can be seen in Table 11 the high Guilford teachers included more 
names and details than the low Guilford teachers . 
Table 12 shows the results of the comparisons of the high 
and low Guilford teachers ' versions with the original story on 
the use of multiple meaning words . 
As can be seen in Table 12 all the high Guilford teachers 
included at least one of the multiple meaning words while only one 
low Guilford teacher included one of the words . It is important to 
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TABLE 12 
RESULTS OF COMPARISONS OF HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD TEACHERS WITH 
THE ORIGINAL STORY ON DOUBLE MEANING WORDS 
Teachers 
Words H-86 H-84 H-82 H-80 L-4la L-4lb L-44 L-45 
1. umbrella 








10. nightmare X X X X X 
Total 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 
point out that the word nightmare was a critical word in the ending 
of the story. It was used to convey two meanings simultaneously. 
First it was used in the sense of nightmare as a bad experience and 
secondly in the sense that Sam was actually asleep and dreaming during 
the capture of the robbers . Sam carefully selects the word nightmare 
when he is explaining what happened to the sheriff as he hopes to re-
tain his integrity while telling a partial lie . As can be seen in 
Table 12 only one low Guilford teacher picks up and employs the word 
this way in contrast to all four of the high Guilford teachers per-
ceiving the import of the word and using it properly. 
Results of Word and Detail Analysis: 
The first two questions raised in the Word and Detail Analysis 
were: 
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1. Do high Guilford teachers use more of the words appearing 
in the original story in their retelling than the low 
Guilford teachers?; and 
2. Do high Guilford teachers retell more of the details of 
the original story than the low Guilford teachers? 
Table 13 shows the results of the comparisons of the teachers' 
versions with the original for word and detail overlap . 
TABLE 13 
COMPARISON OF TEACHERS' VERSION AND ORIGINAL 
FOR WORD AND DETAIL OVERLAP 












p . 057 
As can be seen in Table 13 there was no statistically significant 
difference between the high and low Guilford teachers on the words in-
eluded in their versions which also appear in the original. It had 
been hypothesized that the high Guilford scorers, due to their flex-
ibility in the use of words, would use more of the words appearing 
in the original version. A study of the means would indicate the 
direction is the same as the hypothesis but not to a statistically 
significant degree . The high Guilford teachers used a mean of 364 
different words, while the mean for the low Guilford teachers was 278. 1 
lThe number of different words refers to the variety in vocabu-
lary . For example, the word "sheriff" may appear five times but is 
only counted as one word for assessing the number of different words 
used. 
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The P of this difference is . 028 . Thus the high Guilford teachers 
did not use a significantly higher number of the words of the original 
story but did use a significantly higher number of different words than 
their low Guilford counterparts . 
The detail analysis definitely showed that the high Guilford 
teachers included more of the details of the original story. They 
included a mean of 230 details against a mean of 166 details for the 
low Guilford teachers . This was significant at the . 057 level . 
The next set of questions raised in this study dealt with the 
relationships between the high and low Guilford children and the 
number of words and details which appeared in their stories and 
their teachers. A similar set of relationships were investigated for 
the urban and suburban groups . The questions were: 
J. Do high Guilford children retell more of the details of 
the teacher's story than the low Guilford children?; 
4. Do the high Guilford children use more of the words 
used in the teacher's story than the low Guilford children?; 
5. Do suburban children retell more of the details of the 
teacher's story than the urban children?; and 
6 . Do suburban children use more of the words used in the 
teacher's story than the urban children? 
Each teacher was considered an independent experiment, thus 
the comparisons between her story and the stories of the children who 
heard her story are presented in separate tables below. The high Guil-
ford teachers are presented first with both the high and low Guilford 
children comparisons as well as the urban-suburban comparisons. These 
tables are followed by those for the low Guilford teachers. 
It should be kept in mind when reading the tables that there 
were only eight children assigned to each teacher and that the four 
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urban and the four s uburban children heard the story simultaneously 
in their respective groups. For the purpose of analysis they were 
later grouped into the high and low Guilford categories. Thus in the 
tables below each child appears twice . First he is classified by 
his Guilford score and the comparisons are shown . This is followed 
by the same data viewed by the urban and suburban classifications. 
Since there is undoubtedly an interaction effect between the 
high-low classifications and the urban-suburban classifications the 
high-low comparisons should be viewed as the more reliable as the 
variable of class was evenly distributed in these comparisons . In 
contrast it was not possible to control the variable of the Guilford 
scores when the urban-suburban comparisons were made. Generally 
the suburban groups were higher on the Guilford scores and thus 
it was quite possible that they included more details and words for 
two reasons. First they scored higher on the Guilford and secondly 
they are suburban children. Although this study cannot pretend to 
attribute the relative strengths of the contribution of these two 
variables, a perusal of the Guilford means of the urban and suburban 
groups may at least point the direction of the contribution . 
The highest teacher received a Guilford score of 86 and 
included 233 details and 188 words from the original story. Table 
14 shows the results for the high and low Guilford children on the 
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As can be seen in Table 14 the mean of the high Guilford 
children for the highest Guilford teacher was 54 and the mean for the 
low Guilford children was 28 . There was , however , no statistically 
significant difference between the high and low Guilford children 
with regard to the number of the teacher ' s words used in their 
stories . There was a statistically significant difference between 
the two groups on the number of details included . The high Guilford 
children averaged fifteen more details per story than the low Guilford 
scorers . Table 15 shows the results of the urban and suburban 
classification for t he highest Guilford teacher on the word and 
detail analysis . Table 15 shows a mean of 46 for the urban children 
againsta mean of 36 for the suburban children . There was no signifi-
cant difference between groups on the use of the words but the groups 
did differ significantly on the number of details included . As an-
ticipated the suburban group averaged more than 21 more details per 
story . It is interesting to note that although the urban children ' s 
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TABLE 15 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND DETAIL 
















Guilford mean ls ten points higher than the suburban group they do 
not include more details in their stories . This would not be the 
anticipated result from the Guilford score difference . It appears 
that there are other factors in the language experience of the suburban 
child that can offset the expected advantage of a high Guilford score. 
Thus for the highest teacher it would appear a high Guilford 
score significantly predicts a greater number of details retold but 
does not predict the number of words used. Similarly the classifica-
tion of urban-suburban is statistically a predictor of the number of 
details retold but a poor predictor of the number of words that 
overlapped. 
Teacher number two had a high Guilford score of 84 and included 
235 details and 177 words from the original story . Table 16 shows 
the results for the high and low Guilford children who heard her 
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As can be seen in Table 16 the mean for the high Guilford 
children was 51 against a mean of 23 for the low Guilford children. 
There was a statistically significant difference between both groups 
on the number of words and details included in their stories which 
also appeared in the teacher's version. It would appear for this 
teacher the Guilford significantly predicts both the number of words 
and details repeated in the children's stories. 
Table 17 shows the results for the same teacher using the 
urban-suburban classification for the children . 
TABLE 17 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND DETAIL 
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TI1e suburban group used a statistically significant number 
of the teacher's words as compared to the urban group but did not 
differ significantly from the urban group on the number of details. 
This is not s urprising considering there is only a 2 point difference 
in the means of the two groups on the Guilford test. It was anticipated 
that the suburban groups might use more of the teacher's words despite 
Guilford score but it was assumed that only the high Guilford's would 
retell more of the details . 
High Guilford teacher number 3 had a Guilford score of 82 
and included 168 words and 199 details from the original story . Table 
18 shows the results for the high and low Guilford children who listened 
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Table 18 shows a mean of 20 points difference between the 
high and low Guilford chi l dren on t he Guilford Word Association Test . 
There was also a statistically significant difference between the 
two groups on both number of words and details included . The 
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difference favored the high Guilford children . For this teacher 
it appears that the Guilford Test significantly predict both words 
and details included in the children's version which also appeared 
in her ver sion . 
Table 19 shows the results of the word and detail analysis 
for the urban-suburban classification. 
TABLE 19 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND DETAIL 
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As can be seen in Table 19 the suburban children averaged 
13 points higher on the Guil f ord Word Association Test . As expected 
there were statistically significant differences on both the number 
of words and details included in their stories as compared to the 
urban children ' s stories . 
It would appear for this teacher the Guilford predicts the 
higher number of words anddetails included in the children's stories. 
This prediction also carried over to the urban-suburban categories 
since the suburban children also scored higher on the Guilford . 
The fourth high Guilfor d teacher had a score of 80 on the 
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Guilford Word Association Test and included 234 words and 252 details 
in her retelling of the story. Table 20 shows the results of the word 
and detail analysis for the high and low Guilford children who listened 
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As can be seen in Table 20 there is a statistically signifi-
cant difference in favor of the high Guilford chi ldren on both the 
number of words and details appearing in their stories which also 
appeared in the teacher's version. The Guilford appears to predict 
for both analyses for this teacher. 
Table 21 shows the results of the word and detail analysis 
for the urban-suburban categories . 
As can be seen in Table 21 t he suburban children had a higher 
mean on the Guilford Word Association Test and also showed a statis-
tically significantly difference on the number of words and details 
they included in their stories . This is the direction predicted by 
the hypothesis that highest scorers would include more words and 
details in their retelling. 
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TABLE 21 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND DETAIL 
ANALYSIS FOR THE FOURTH HIGH GUILFORD TEACHER 
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There were four low Guilford Teachers in this study with 
scores of 41, 41, 44 , and 45 on the Guilford Word Association Test . 
The first low Guilford teacher received a score of 41 on the test and 
included 196 words and 203 details from the original story . Table 
22 shows the results of the word and detail analyses for the high and 
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The high Guilford children used a statistically significant 
number of the teacher's words but did not differ significantly from 
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the low Guilford children on the inclusion of details . Although both 
means are in the direction of the hypotheses that high Guilfords would 
include more words and detalls from the teacher's version, it is not 
significant . 
Table 23 shows the results of the word and detail analysis for 
the urban-suburban classification. 
TABLE 23 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND DETAIL 
















It should be noted that the mean of the urban group is two 
points higher than the suburban group . As might be expected the re-
sult for the word and detail analysis for these two groups showed no 
significant difference. What little difference existed was in favor 
of the urban group who had slightly higher means on both the word and 
detail analysis . 
The second low Guilford teacher a l so had a score of 41 on 
the Guilford Word Association Test and included 119 words and 203 
details from the original version . Table 24 shows the results of 
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AS can be seen in Table 24 there was no stat istically signifi-
cant differences between the high and low Guilford groups on the 
number of words and details included in the children's stories which 
also appeared in the teacher's version . This finding contradicts 
the finding that high Guilford scorers would do better on these two 
measures. A perusal of the means shows a trend in the direction of 
the hypothesis but not to a significant degree . 
Table 25 shows the results of the urban and suburban children 
on the word and detail analysis . 
TABLE 25 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND DETAIL 
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As can be seen there is no statistical difference between the 
two groups on either the word or detail analysis. This is a contradic-
tion to the Guilford and suburban hypothesis. Despite the fact that 
the suburban children outscored their urban counterparts on the Guil-
ford test, there was no statistically significant difference between 
the groups on the number of words and details included in their re-
telling of the story . 
The third low Guilford teacher received a score of 44 on the 
Guilford test and included 158 words and 94 details from the original 
story. Table 26 shows the results of the word and detail analysis for 
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As can be seen in Table 26 there is a statistically signifi-
cant difference in favor of the high Guilford children on both the 
number of words and details included in their stories . This is in 
the direction hypothesized. 
Table 27 shows the results of the urban and suburban classifica-
tion on the word and detail analysis. 
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TABLE 27 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND DETAIL 
















As can be seen in Table 27 the mean of the suburban group 
is 11 points higher than the urban group . There was no significant 
difference between the t wo groups on the word anal ysis but the mean 
is in the direction hypothesized. There was a significant difference 
between the two groups on the number of details included in favor of 
the high Guilford children . 
It would appear that for this teacher the Guilford scores 
statistically predicts which group will include more details but is 
a less reliable predictor of which group will incl ude more of the 
teacher's wordsin their story . 
The last low Guilford teacher received a score of 45 on the 
Word Association Test and included 181 words and 220 details from 
the original story . Table 28 shows the results of the high and low 
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As can be seen in Table 28 there was a statistically signifi-
cant difference between both groups on the word and detail analyses . 
As was expected the high Guilford children included more words and 
details from the teacher ' s story . 
Table 29 shows the results of the urban and suburban classifi-
cation on the word and detail analysis . 
TABLE 29 
RESULTS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN GUILFORD CHILDREN ON WORD AND 
















As can be seen in Table 29 the mean of the suburban 
children is 13 points higher than the urban children. There is 
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no statistically significant difference between the two groups on the 
word and detail analysis . 
It would appear that for this teacher the Guilford Word 
Association Test statistically predicted which group would include 
the most words and details of the teacher's story in their version. 
Conversely the urban-suburban classification did not predict to a 
statistically significant degree, either the number of words or 
details included, but the suburban group scored higher on the Word 
Association Test and their word and detail means were higher than 
the urban group. 
The final question raised in this study dealt with the 
interaction effects between the high Guilford children with the high 
Guilford teachers and the interaction effects between the low Guil-
ford children with the low Guilford teachers . Table 30 shows the 
mean number of details included by the high Guilford children with 
both the high and low Guilford teachers . 
TABLE 30 
COMPARISON OF MEAN NUMBER OF DETAILS INCLUDED BY HIGH 




















The mean of the high Guilford children for number of details included 
from a hlgh Guilford teacher's story was 158. The mean number of de-
tails included by the high Guilford children assigned to a low Guilford 
teacher was 127. Thus the high Guilford children included on the aver-
age about 21 more details from the high Guilford teacher's stories . 
Table 31 shows the mean number of details included by the low 
Guilford children with both the high and low Guilford teachers. 
TABLE 31 
COMPARISON OF MEAN NUMBER OF DETAILS INCLUDED BY LOW 




Mean Details 116 101 
for Low 102 106 
Children 92 38 
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Mean 112 93 
As can be seen in Table 31 the mean of the low Guilford child-
ren for the number of details included from a high Guilford teacher's 
story was 112, while the mean was 93 for the low Guilford children 
assigned to a low Guilford teacher . The difference between the two 
groups was 19 details . The data from this study indicate that both 
high and low Guilford children include more details from the high 
Guilford teachers' stories . 
The same trend appears in the use of the teachers' words as 
can be seen in Tables 32 and 33. 
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TABLE 32 
COMPARISON OF MEANS FOR WORDS USED BY HIGH GUILFORD CHILDREN 


















The high Guilford children assigned to a high Guilford teacher used 
a mean of 131 of her words in contrast to the mean of 110 words for 
the high Guilford children assigned to a low Guilford teacher. 
TABLE 33 
COMPARISON OF MEANS FOR WORDS USED BY LOW GUILFORD CHILDREN 


















Similarly the low Guilford children used a mean of 107 words from 
the high Guilford teachers' stories against a mean of 84 words from 
the low guilford teachers' stories . The difference was 21 words and 
23 words for the high and low Guilford children respectively. 
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Thus the results of this study indicate that both high and 
low Guilford children use more of the words and include more of the 
details of a story told by a high Guilford teacher than one told by 
a low Guilford teacher . 
Conclusions 
1 . The high Guilford teachers incl uded a statistically significant 
number of details from the original story when compared to the 
number of details incl uded by the low Guilford teachers . There 
was no statistically significant difference between the two groups 
on the number of words included; however , there was a mean differ-
ence of 26 words in favor of the high Guilford group . 
2 . Generally the high Gui l ford children used a statistically signifi-
cant number of the teacher ' s words and included a statistically 
significant number of the details from the teacher's story as 
compared to the low Guilford children . Table 34 shows the pro-
babilities for the high and low Guilford children on the word 
and detail comparisons . 
TABLE 34 
PROBABILITIES FOR HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD CHILDREN ON WORD AND 
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As can be seen in Table 34 three out of the four groups of high 
Guilford children assigned to both the high and low Guilford 
teachers used statistically more of their respective teacher's 
words to a significant degree . The results are even clearer for 
the detail count where all four groups of high Guilford children 
assigned to the high Guilford teachers include more of the details 
from the teachers' stories . In the case of the low Guilford 
teachers only two of the groups of high Guilford children differed 
to a statistically significant degree but the means of the other 
two groups was in the predicted direction. 
Thus the data from this study show that a high Guilford score does 
predict the use of more of the stimulus words and the inclusion 
of more of the stimulus details for both teachers and children . 
This prediction holds to a statistically significant degree for 
high Guilford children with high Guilford teachers but is less 
reliable for the number of the teacher's details included by 
high Guilford children when assigned to low Guilford teachers . 
3. TI1e results of the comparisons made with the urban and suburban 
classification are presented in Table 35. 
The urban and suburban classification yielded a statistically 
significant difference on the number of words used and details 
included in three out of four groups assigned to the high Guilford 
teachers but showed no statistically significant difference on 
either the number of words used or details included from the low 




PROBABILITIES FOR URBAN AND SUBURBAN CHILDREN ON WORD AND 
DETAIL COMPARISONS WITH HIGH AND LOW GUILFORD TEACHERS 
Teachers 
High Low 
86 84 82 80 41 41 44 45 
. 343* . 100 . 171 . 171 . 571* .243* . 243* . 343* 
Details . 171 .343* . 171 . 057 . 443* . 443* .100 .343* 
*Not statistically significant 
was a group of suburban children who included a statistically 
significant number of details from one of the low Guilford teacher's 
story . The data show that suburban children assigned to a high 
Guilford teacher will use more of her words and include more of 
the details of her story, while suburban children assigned to 
low Guilford teachers will use less of her words and include 
fewer of the details from her s t ory. 
4. The interaction effects for both high and low Guilford children 
with high Guilford teachers was more productive on both the 
number of words and details included as compared to the inter-
action of both groups with the low Guilford teachers. The data 
showed a mean difference of about 20 words and 20 details in 
favor of all groups who listened to the high Guilford teachers' 
stories . 
To summarize, the results of this study showed the following: 
1. The high Guilford teachers included a statistically signifi-
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cant number of details from the original story but not 
a statistically significant number of words. 
2 . In six out of eight groups the high Guilford children 
included a statistically significant number of words and 
details from all the teachers' stories . 
3. In three out of four groups assigned to the high Guilford 
teachers, the s uburban children included a statistically 
significant number of words and details from their teachers' 
versions. In only one out of four groups assigned to the 
low Guilford teachers did the suburban children include 
more of the low Guilford teachers' details and in no case 
did they include more of their words . 
4. The in t eraction effects of both high and low Guilford 
children was more productive on both the number of teacher' s 
words and details included in their stories when assigned 
to a high Guilford teacher. 
In conclusion this study showed that if words and details can 
be considered estimates of the information transmitted in a message, 
then a high score on the Guilford Word Association Test does predict 
the inclusion of more words and details which appeared in the stimulus 
message . Secondly that a high Guilford score predicts the transmission 
of those words and details in a form that produces a higher inclusion 
of words and details in the listener's version. In the final chapter 




Findings and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not 
semantic and syntactic flexibility as language characteristics of 
teachers in training could be isolated and used as predictors of 
the teacher's ability to receive and transmit information. The 
Guilford Word Association Test was selected as the measure of semantic 
flexibility and several characteristics of the elaborated and restricted 
language codes described by Basil Bernstein were selected as measures 
of syntactic flexibility . 
The Guilford Word Association Test was administered to 201 
teachers in training enrolled in the bolck methods course at Boston 
University . This same group was also asked to write an essay on 
capital punishment which was analyzed for the characteristics of the 
elaborated and restricted codes. The four highest and four lowest 
scorers on the Guilford Word Association Test were selected and designat -
ed as the high and low Guilford teachers respectively . Unfortunately 
it was not possible to obtain the desired dichotomy between the restricted 
and elaborated code users within this group and thus this portion of 
the study was dropped . 
The Guilford Word Association test was also administered to 
classes of sixth grade children enrolled in the Boston and Newton schools, 
which were designated as the urban and suburban samples respectively . 
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Each class was tested independently and the four highest and four 
lowest scorers were designated the high and low Guilford child for 
th~t class. Each teacher was assigned two high and two low urban 
children and two high and two low suburban children . In total there 
were eight teachers and sixty- four children in this experiment . 
An original story was written for this study which included; 
content equally familiar t o the urban and suburban groups, sentences 
typical of Bernstein's categories, multiple meaning words, and enough 
details to embellish the story . The story was tape recorded and played 
to the four high and four low Guftford teachers in training . They 
listened to the tape and then recorded their version . The tapes of 
their version were played to the children assigned to each teacher and 
after listening to the teacher ' s tape the children recorded their 
version . 
The tapes were analyzed for the number of words and details 
which appeared in the original as well as the teachers' versions and 
the number of words and details that appeared in the teachers' versions 
which also appeared in the children ' s versions . The results of the 
word and detail analyses were subjected to the Mann-Whitney U test for 
statistical significance with the l~el of significance se t at . 200. 
The results of the analyses showed that the high Guilford 
teachers included more of the details of the original story but not 
more of the words . For six out of the eight teachers--high Guilford 
scores by the children predicted a greater number of words and details 
included in the children ' s stories at a statistically significant 
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level. In three out of four cases where children were assigned to the 
high Guilford teachers the suburban classification predicted a greater num-
ber of words and details included at a statistically significant level. 
In no case did the suburban classification predict a greater inclusion of 
words when the children were assigned to a low Guilford teacher and in 
only one case did the classification predict a statistically significant 
number of details included. Finally all children who llstened to a high 
Guilford teacher's version of the story included more words and more details 
than the children who listened to a low Guilford teacher's version. The 
data showed a mean difference of about 20 words and 20 details in favor 
of all groups who listened to a high Guilford teacher. 
This study showed , that if words and details can be considered 
estimates of information transmitted in a message, then a high score on 
the Guilford Word Association Test does predict the inclusion of more words 
and details which appeared in the stimulus message. Further , that a high 
Guilford score predicts the transmission of those words and details in a 
form that produces a higher inclusion of words and details in the listener's 
version. 
Limi ta tiona 
There were several specific limitations of this study that should 
be noted in any statement about conclusions. The most unfortunate 
limitation comes from the impossibility of comparing the effects of 
semantic flexibility with syntactic flexibility . It may be that there 
is relatively little difference in use of syntax between persons who 
elect to go into teaching, on the other hand Boston University may be 
an unusually homogenous group on this particular language character-
istic. A second limitation is the confounding of the classification 
of urban and suburban with high and low Guilfor d scores. The conclusions 
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stated here should only be accepted as tentative indications of a trend. 
Final conclusions await a study which matches urban and suburban groups 
by Guilford scores . Similarly it was apparent during the analysis of 
data that sex was a variable which had not been accounted for . There 
appeared to be a trend for a high or low scoring girl to include more 
words and details than a boy scoring at the same level. There was not 
sufficient data to document this but there were so many cases where 
this trend appeared, that a study of sex differences would be worthwhile . 
Finally there is a need to know more about the relationship between 
semantic and syntactic flexibility. Is a person who scores high on one 
equally proficient on the other? If they develop separately which is 
the better predictor of ability to receive and transmit information? 
Finally , although sufficient documentation is lacking it was frequently 
possible to identify which teacher a given child had listened to merely 
by reading the transcript or listening to the taped story. Patterns of 
phrasing, sentence structure and ntonation were imitated almost to the 
point of being a caracture of the teacher's speech. If children imitate 
the teacher spontaneously this could be a rich technique for developing 
flexible use of language in a total context in contrast to the stimulus 
response drill methods where transfer is far from guaranteed . Further 
a closer look at the language of teacher's aides would be essential . 
If the aide is drawn from the local neighborhood, she may use a simpler 
form of language. For example she might more resemble a low Guilford 
teacher. If this were the case the child would actually be retarded in 
his language growth by being exposed to the aide for long periods of 
time rather than being with the teacher. 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
This dissertation raises more questions than it answers. 
There is so much more to be known about the language of teachers and 
children as well as the methods and programs now used to assist children 
in the process of language acquisition. The possibilities for studies 
in this area are almost endless. 
The studies of teachers' language in the classroom through 
the methods of interaction analysis are too general to be of value in 
determining how the school affects the language development of children 
because they have leaned toward categories which are easily identified, 
enumerated, and computer analyzed. The results, although valuable for 
a global analysis of classroom behavior, only whet the appetite for 
studies which focus on the interaction between a teacher and a particu-
lar child at a specific period in the child's development. This 
latter type of study does not lend itself to available tests and 
computer programs. It demands working with the raw data of speech 
as opposed to intelligence, achievement, or aptitude test scores. 
The lack of scores to submit to computer analysis necessitates the 
developing of content analysis techniques and categories which may not 
be easily replicated and the actual analysis cannot currently be 
performed by the computer. 
When this thesis was proposed, both the Harvard and Boston 
University computer centers were in the initial stages of developing 
word count programs. Related to these programs, work was being done 
on programs to analyze Thematic Apperception Test protocols by count-
ing the number of times "mother," "love," "hate", etc. appeared and 
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programs to analyze whether an author had written a given work 
where the authorship was in dispute. These programs require the 
writing of a "dictionary" of words or phrases which the computer 
stores as a basis for comparison with a given protocol or sample of 
writing. 
Writing a dictionary is a complicated process, not readily 
undertaken unless the output from its use is of sufficient value in 
either quantity of future use or in answering the need of important 
research. A dictionary that would cover all the possible statements 
a teacher might make in the course of normal classroom dialogue plus 
all the possible translations of those statements which a class might 
make in response is obviously a horrendous task, if it is possible 
at all. For the time being, what is possible is a series of case 
studies such as the study reported in this thesis . By increments of 
the results of such studies , the basis for the needed dictionaries may 
be built. These dictionaries would serve two purposes; (1) as a bank 
of information for ongoing studies of teacher and child language 
patterns and interactions, and (2) as a source for writing computer 
programs for instructing children with specific language deficiencies. 
For example, it would undoubtedly be impossible for a teacher to master 
and produce all the variations in language to meet the specific langu-
age needs of each child in a class . It would not be beyond the capacity 
of a computer with audio-visual synchronization to use the appropriate 
language for the child's level which would simultaneously communicate 
and expand his language. This may sound a little f ar-fetched, given 
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the current state of computer instructional programs, but it is not 
beyond the realm of possibility if the basic information and theory 
for the r elationships between the language development of the child 
and the adults who talk t o him were known and available . 
With the above in mind, the following studies are proposed as 
a beginning toward understanding the language of teacher and child 
and the methods for language teaching . 
First there should be longitudinal studies of teachers-in-
training . Such studies might begin with a thorough analysis of the 
language of the teacher in the freshman year. The analysis might 
include measures of vocabulary, semantic flexibility, syntactic 
fle.xibility, manipulation of analogies, word association, and typical 
grammatical patterns . Similar tests would be made again prior to and 
following student teaching, as well as follow-ups after one or two 
year s of classroom teaching . Speech samples should be taken in a 
variety of different situations such as in conversations with fellow 
students , professors, and young children. This data would yield 
information about how the college experience modifies the language of 
the teacher, if it does. Similarly information would be gained as to 
how actual classroom experience affects language patterns . A study 
of the cooperating teacher's language and changes, if any, in the 
student-teacher's language might give insight into the role of imita-
tion in the development of a teaching-language pattern. It would 
be essential that this data be gathered at several l evels in the 
elementary school, junior high, and high school as well as in a 
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variety of socio-economic settings . It would be interesting to know 
whether a teacher modifies her language on the basis of the kind and 
level of class she teaches. 
The results of this thesis indicate that low Guilford scorers 
have difficulty in communicating with high and low Guilford children. 
Thus it would be worthwhile experimenting with methods and programs 
for helping them to become more flexlbile with words. It would be 
important to determine whether this is something that can be taught 
through a systematic program and further whether or not low Guilford 
teachers modify their language behavior more after classroom teaching 
than high Guilford teachers. 
Another related study might be an analysis of the relationship 
between semantic fluency and performance on the Miller Analogies Test. 
This thesis did not study the teachers who received a high convergent 
score on the Guilford Word Association Test but it would be desireable 
to know; (1) what are the affects of high and low convergent score 
and a teacher's ability to communicate, and (2) what if any relation-
ship exists between a high convergent score and a high Scholastic 
Aptitude Test score and between a high divergent score and a high 
Miller Analogies Score . Further it would be interesting to explore 
whether a teaching method which emphasized analogous thinking produced 
more analogous thinking in the students as well as greater semantic 
flexibility. 
Turning to studies that focus on the child's language develop-
ment, it becomes obvious once again that the possibilities are endless. 
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First there is a great need for a compilation of studies that have 
been done from a variety of perspectives such as those on concept 
formation, structural linguistics, class differences, child develop-
ment , and the cross sectional studies of grammar and vocabulary 
acquisition at different age levels . This should yield numerous hy-
potheses for studies that coordinate several of these perspectives. 
For example it would be fascinating to explore the relationship 
between a child's syntactic level and his ability to perform cer-
tain categorization and problem-solving tasks. One right investigate 
the relationship between syntax and the ability to keep several 
variables in mind while performing on Piaget's conservation experi-
ments . One cauld look at his sentence patterns such as; The ball is 
red., The ball is red and blue., The ball is red and small ., The 
ball is red but not small., and If the ball is red, then it is not 
small. Each of these constructions allow the child to deal with 
more variables than the previous one. Does his knowing and/or 
using any one of these constructions allow him to perform at a 
higher level on the conservation experiments? Can he perform without 
knowing or using any of these constructions? If we assume there 
are three categories in regard to knowledge of these constructions: 
doesn ' t know, knows but doesn't use, and knows and uses, then we 
can match up three levels of performance on the conservation experi-
ments which would be can 't perform, occasional performance, and 
perfect performance. If the results showd: (1) no child performed 
who didn't know the construction, (2) performance is inconsistent 
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when the child knows but doesn't use the construction, and (3) 
perfect performance is consistent when children know and use the 
construction; then we could conclude that language is a major factor 
in performance on these tasks. 
More information is essential on the relation between the 
wording on intelligence and achievement tests and the child's ability 
to perform. This writer had the opportunity to compare the results 
of readiness tests of suburban and urban pre-schoolers. On items 
dealing with identifying left and right, the items with the highest 
discriminating power were those where the child was asked to identify, 
"The boy to the left of the boy facing right." This is incredibly 
tricky construction. The child must begin at the end of the sentence, 
find the boy facing right, and then move to the beginning of the sen-
tence to locate a boy facing left. Needless to say, this item left 
the low scorers in the suburban group and almost all the scorers in 
the urban group back at the starting gate . This item is obviously 
testing much more than simple understanding of left and right. Non-
verbal and spatial relation items also place the syntactically 
limited child at a disadvantage. It is a common experience among 
examiners to listen to a child verbalize, "This square is empty, ~his 
square has a dot in it . The circle is empty, I must find a circle 
with a dot in it." These items are far from non-verbal and it would 
be interesting to know what if any grammatical constructions assist 
in adequate performance on them. 
This thesis showed that high Guilford scorers included 
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more of the details from the teacher's story and that the ability to 
score high on the Guilford was well developed by the age of eleven 
or twelve. Longitudinal studies of this dimension of vocabulary 
development might give insight into the kinds of language experience 
necessary to the development of semantic flexibility . Further it 
would be essential to explore methods of teaching that would assist 
all students to become more divergent in their word associations 
since it appears that it is basic to comprehending information 
given in a verbal form. Similar studies must be done on the develop-
ment of convergent associations in children. 
Finally there are the s tudies that deal with the affects of 
various methods and programs of language teaching. This thesis 
showed children exposed to high Guilford teachers recalled more of 
the details of her story and used more of her words . This kind of 
language exposure is close to the method employed at home by mothers 
where imitation is a major factor . It would be interesting to compare 
the result of a highly structured drill program against a program 
conducted and staffed by high Guilford teachers. Similarly in light 
of the importance of building flexibility into the program, com-
parisons should be made of a program which introduced and drilled 
one construction or one word meaning at a time in contrast to a pro-
gram that presented alternative constructions and alternative word 
meanings . This comparison should focus on the different affec t s on 
deep structure as well as surface structure. It might show that both 
programs were effective on developing surface structure but the latter 
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had a greater effect on deep structure and in consequence on meaning 
and flexibility. 
This is only a brief outline of some of the studies possible 
once the relationship between thought and language and between teacher 
language and the child's language development are accepted as working 
hypotheses. One last word of caution: These studies are neither 
clean nor easily done . They consume time, energy, and thought; but 
in the opinion of this writer they are too important to be left undone. 
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